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Matching logic is a unifying foundational logic for defining formal programming language semantics,
which adopts a minimalist design with few primitive constructs that are enough to express all properties
within a variety of logical systems, including FOL, separation logic, (dependent) type systems, modal
µ-logic, and more. In this paper, we consider initial algebra semantics and show how to capture it
by matching logic specifications. Formally, given an algebraic specification E that defines a set of
sorts (of data) and a set of operations whose behaviors are defined by a set of equational axioms, we
define a corresponding matching logic specification, denoted INITIALALGEBRA(E), whose models are
exactly the initial algebras of E. Thus, we reduce initial E-algebra semantics to the matching logic
specifications INITIALALGEBRA(E), and reduce extrinsic initial E-algebra reasoning, which includes
inductive reasoning, to generic, intrinsic matching logic reasoning.
1 Introduction
Initial algebra semantics is a main approach to formal programming language semantics based on algebraic
specifications and their initial models. It originated in the 1970s, when algebraic techniques started to be
applied to specify basic data types such as lists, trees, stacks, etc. The original paper on initial algebra
semantics [Goguen et al., 1977] reviewed various existing algebraic specification techniques and showed that
they were all initial models, making the concept of initiality explicit for the first time in formal language
semantics. Since 1977, initial algebra semantics has gathered much research interest and become a well-
established field, leading to a profound study on its foundations as well as applications, tools, libraries,
packages, provers [Goguen et al., 2000; Clavel et al., 2020; Diaconescu and Futatsugi, 1998; Pitts, 2019;
van den Brand et al., 2001; Astesiano et al., 2002].
The key idea of initial algebra semantics is as follows. Let E be an algebraic specification that defines the
sorts of data and the operations on the data, whose behaviors are axiomatized by equations. In the class C of
all algebras satisfying E, an algebra I ∈ C is initial iff for any A ∈ C there is a unique morphism hA : I → A.
According to this view, program syntax is an initial algebra, and C includes all possible implementations, or
semantic models, of E. A formal semantics is then a way to associate the syntax with the intended semantic
model A ∈ C, where the unique morphism hA is the semantic function mapping syntax to semantics. As
an example, the Scott-Strachey denotational semantics [Scott, 1982] uses complete partial orders as the
intended semantic models, and inductively defines denotations for each syntactic constructs to be the unique
morphisms.
Initiality has a close relationship with induction. Since program syntax is often defined inductively, the
initial algebra I enjoys the principle of induction, which can then be mapped to the semantic models through
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the unique morphisms. Note that this use of the initiality often occurs without being noticed; e.g. when we
apply “structural induction on program syntax” to prove “properties about the semantic models”, we are
mapping the inductive reasoning on the initial algebra (program syntax) to its semantics, via the unique
morphism. We explain this in detail in Section 9.
Contribution
We show how to internalize initial algebra semantics within matching logic [Roşu, 2017; Chen and Roşu,
2019a, 2020a], the logical foundation of the language semantics framework K (http://kframework.org),
which was used to define complete formal semantics to several real-world languages: C [Hathhorn et al.,
2015], Java [Bogdănaş and Roşu, 2015], JavaScript [Park et al., 2015], Ethereum VM [Hildenbrandt et al.,
2018], x86 [Dasgupta et al., 2019], etc. The gist of matching logic is that it allows us to specify and reason
about program configurations compactly and modularly, using a formalism that keeps and respects the
original syntactic/semantic structures (programs, continuations, heaps, stacks, etc) as are, without losing
them in translations. Matching logic is minimal and expressive. Its formulas, called patterns, are built from
only these syntactic constructs:
ϕ ::= x | X | σ | ϕ1 ϕ2 | ⊥ | ϕ1 → ϕ2 | ∃x. ϕ | µX.ϕ
where x ranges over elements; X ranges over sets; σ is a symbol that can represent functions, predicates,
modal operators, etc., and can be applied to other patterns like in (σ ϕ); ⊥ and ϕ1 → ϕ2 build propositional
constraints; ∃ builds quantification; and µ builds least fixpoints (induction). The entire metatheory of
matching logic, including proof theory and model theory, can be presented in one page (Fig. 17), and a
proof checker can be implemented in fewer than 250 LOC [K Team, 2020]. Yet, matching logic is very
expressive and captures many logical systems axiomatically as specifications, including FOL, separation
logic, λ-calculus, (dependent) type systems, Hoare logic, rewriting logic, reachability logic, temporal logics,
and modal µ-logic [Roşu, 2017; Chen and Roşu, 2019a, 2020a]. Unfortunately, matching logic is only partly
supported by K, as a foundation for its decision procedures, interactive theorem proving, and proof search
heuristics. K’s support for initial algebra semantics is limited and hidden under the hood; users cannot
make explicit use of matching logic’s fixpoint patterns yet to carry out inductive reasoning. We are actively
working with the K team to adopt the results in this paper and incorporate them in their interactive theorem
prover.
Organization
We review related work on initial algebra in Section 2 and basic concepts in Section 3. Then we propose a
new variant of matching logic that has direct support for induction in Section 4 and use it to methodologically
capture sorts in Section 5. Then, in Section 6, we define the matching logic specification EQSPEC(E) that
captures all the algebras that satisfy a given algebraic equational specification E; in Sections 7-8, we define
the matching logic specification INITIALALGEBRA(E) that captures precisely the initial algebras of E; term
algebras are considered as a special case in Section 7; in Section 9, we show how INITIALALGEBRA(E) sup-
ports inductive reasoning in initial algebras. We discuss extensions of initial algebra semantics in Section 10
and conclude in Section 11.
The appendix contains all proof details.
2 Related Work
Related work on algebraic specification is vast. [Kutzler and Lichtenberger, 1983] gives an early bibliography
of 870 papers that are about “algebraically specified abstract data types”. Here, we focus on (1) the
applications of initial algebra semantics to programming languages and (2) the related work that connect
initial algebra semantics with other logical systems and/or frameworks.
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The practical use of initial algebra semantics in programming started with the OBJ system [Goguen
et al., 2000] based on order-sorted equational logic and parameterized programming. Its successors include
Maude [Clavel et al., 2020] that is based on membership equational logic [Meseguer, 1997] and rewriting
logic [Meseguer, 1992], and CafeOBJ [Diaconescu and Futatsugi, 1998] based on hidden algebra [Goguen and
Malcolm, 2000]. Other systems include ASF+SDF [van den Brand et al., 2001] that uses initial semantics for
its modules, and CASL [Astesiano et al., 2002] that allows to declaratively specify the initiality of the intended
models. Initial algebra semantics also has applications in other aspects of programming. [Fiore et al., 1999]
uses initial algebra semantics to define syntax with variable binding. [Dybjer, 1997] characterizes W-types as
initial algebras of polynomial endofunctors, and the result is lifted to higher inductive types [Sojakova, 2015].
[Rutten and Turi, 1993] studies the duality between initial algebra semantics and final coalgebra semantics.
Many implementations of algebraic approaches are based on type theory using proof assistants like
Coq [Coq Team, 2020] and Agda [Norell, 2009]. [Capretta, 1999] may be the first Coq implementation
of the fundamentals such as signatures, algebras, quotient algebras, and term algebras, where sorts are de-
fined as setoids (i.e., sets paired with an equivalence relation) and operations as constructors of the inductive
types. The same idea is used by several frameworks of constructive algebraic hierarchy, consisting of im-
plementations of various concrete algebras such as groups, rings, and fields [Geuvers et al., 2002; Spitters
and van der Weegen, 2011; Garillot et al., 2009]. More recent work are based on homotopy type theory and
formalize homotopy-initial algebras [Sojakova, 2015; Awodey et al., 2012, 2017; Kaposi et al., 2019; Fiore
et al., 2020]. [Gunther et al., 2018] is a recent Agda implementation of algebraic specifications and initial
algebras.
In general, modern type systems have more powerful features than initial algebra semantics, and it is not
surprising that initiality can be defined by inductive types and their constructors, whose logical foundation,
often a variant of (inductive) type theory, has complex and powerful proof rules (e.g., [Coq Team, 2020])
and native support for induction, fixpoints, and higher-order reasoning. The other direction is to give
type systems an initial algebra semantics. [Coquand and Paulin, 1990] gives a set-theoretic semantics to
inductive types using initial algebras. [Abel et al., 2008] gives an algebraic presentation of the Martin-Löf’s
intuitionistic type theory and uses initiality to formulate the correctness of the type-checking algorithm.
[Johann and Ghani, 2007] suggests that initial algebra is sufficient as a semantics for functional programming
languages with nested types.
Compared to powerful type systems and even initial algebra semantics, matching logic has a relatively
small and straighforward proof/model theory (see Fig. 17). [Chen and Roşu, 2020a] investigates type systems
in matching logic, but inductive reasoning is left as future work. This paper systematically studies induction
via initial models; the resulting specification of initial algebra, which also fits in one page (Fig. 18), captures
both the models and the formal inductive reasoning.
3 Initial Algebra Semantics
Here we review the main concepts, definitions, and results about initial algebra semantics. In this paper we
follow the standard many-sorted approach in [Goguen and Meseguer, 1985; Meseguer and Goguen, 1985],
which we recall in detail in Sections 3.1-3.4 for self-containedness and notation. The reader interested in
variants, extensions, more insights and the history of initial algebra semantics, is referred to [Ehrig and Mahr,
1985; Manca and Salibra, 1992; Goguen et al., 1977; Goguen and Meseguer, 1992; Sannella and Tarlecki,
2012]; we include a brief discussion in Section 3.5.
3.1 Signatures, Algebras, and Terms
Definition 3.1. A (many-sorted) signature (S, F ), often abbreviated F , consists of:
1. a finite set S of sorts denoted s, s1, s2, . . . ; and
2. a finite (S∗ × S)-indexed set F = {Fs1...sn,s}s1,...,sn,s∈S of operation symbols or just operations.
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For each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, we call s1, . . . , sn the argument sorts and s the return sort, where n is the number of
arguments that f takes. When n = 0, we write f ∈ Fε,s and call it a constant operation.
Remark 3.2. The requirement that S and F are finite is for presentation convenience in this section. We
discuss generalizations where S and F are allowed to be infinite in Section 10.
Definition 3.3. Given a signature (S, F ), an (S, F )-algebra A, or simply an F -algebra, consists of:
1. a (possibly empty) carrier set As for each sort s ∈ S; and
2. an operation interpretation Af : As1 × · · · ×Asn → As for each operation f ∈ Fs1...sn,s.
Definition 3.4. Let (S, F ) be a signature. An S-sorted variable set V is a set of variables denoted x, y, . . .
where each variable x ∈ V is associated with its sort denoted sort(x) ∈ S. The set TF,s(V ) of terms of sort
s with variables from V is inductively defined by the following grammar:
ts ::= x where x ∈ V and sort(x) = s
| f(ts1 , . . . , tsn) where f ∈ Fs1...sn,s and ts1 ∈ TF,s1(V ), . . . , tsn ∈ TF,sn(V )
We define TF (V ) =
⋃
s∈S TF,s(V ) as the set of all terms with variables from V . The set TF,s = TF,s(∅)
consists of the ground terms of sort s. We define TF =
⋃
s∈S TF,s to be the set of all ground terms.
Definition 3.5. Let (S, F ) be a signature, A be an (S, F )-algebra, and V be an S-sorted variable set. An
A-valuation % : V → A is a function such that %(x) ∈ Asort(x) for all x ∈ V . It yields a term interpretation
%̄ : TF (V )→ A as expected: (1) %̄(x) = %(x) for all x ∈ V ; and (2) %̄(f(ts1 , . . . , tsn)) = Af (%̄(ts1), . . . , %̄(tsn))
for all f(ts1 , . . . , tsn) ∈ TF (V ).
Remark 3.6. When V = ∅, the unique “empty valuation” is denoted ∅ : ∅ → A. It yields the term
interpretation ∅̄ : TF → A for all ground terms. For clarity, we define evalA(t) = ∅̄(t) for all ground terms
t ∈ TF and abbreviate it as eval(t) when A is understood.
3.2 Equational Specifications and Deduction
Definition 3.7. Given a signature (S, F ), an (F -)equation has the form ∀V . t = t′ where V is a finite
variable set and t, t′ ∈ TF,s(V ) are two terms of same sort s. We use e, e1, e2, . . . to range over equations.
When V = ∅, we call ∀∅. t = t′ a ground equation, where t, t′ ∈ TF,s are ground terms.
Definition 3.8. Given signature (S, F ), an (S, F )-algebra A validates an equation ∀V . t = t′, or that the
equation holds in A, written A Alg ∀V . t = t′, if %̄(t) = %̄(t′) for all valuations % : V → A.
Definition 3.9. An equational specification (S, F,E) consists of a signature (S, F ) and a finite set E of
F -equations. An (S, F,E)-algebra, or simply an (F,E)-algebra or just E-algebra, is an F -algebra A that
validates all equations in E, written A Alg E. We define E Alg e to mean that A Alg e for all E-algebras
A. We often abbreviate the equational specification (S, F,E) as (F,E) or simply E.
There are many (equivalent) equational proof systems in the literature; the following is standard:
Definition 3.10. For an equational specification E, we define equational deduction E `Alg e as:
1. axiom: if (∀V . t = t′) ∈ E then E `Alg ∀V . t = t′;
2. reflexivity: E `Alg ∀V . t = t;
3. symmetry: if E `Alg ∀V . t = t′ then E `Alg ∀V . t′ = t;
4. transitivity: if E `Alg ∀V . t = t′ and E `Alg ∀V . t′ = t′′ then E `Alg ∀V . t = t′′;
5. congruence: if E `Alg ∀V . ti = t′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n then E `Alg ∀V . f(t1, . . . , tn) = f(t′1, . . . , t′n);
6. substitution: if E `Alg ∀V . t = t′ and θ : V → TF (U) then E `Alg ∀U. θ(t) = θ(t′).
The following theorem states that equational deduction is sound and complete.
Theorem 3.11. For any equational specification E and equation e, E `Alg e if and only if E Alg e.
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3.3 Congruences and Quotient Algebras
Definition 3.12. Given a signature (S, F ) and an F -algebra A, a congruence R on A is an S-indexed family
of equivalence relations Rs ⊆ As × As for each sort s ∈ S, such that if (ai, bi) ∈ Rsi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n then
(Af (a1, . . . , an), Af (b1, . . . , bn)) ∈ Rs, for all f ∈ Fs1...sn,s and ai, bi ∈ Asi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.13. Given a signature (S, F ), an F -algebra A, and a congruence R on A, we define the
R-quotient algebra A/R as the F -algebra that consists of:
1. the carrier set A/R,s = {[a]R | a ∈ As} for each s ∈ S, where [a]R = {b ∈ As | (a, b) ∈ Rs} is the
R-equivalence class of a ∈ As;
2. the operator interpretation A/R,f : A/R,s1 × · · · × A/R,sn → A/R,s for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, defined as
A/R,f ([a1]R, . . . , [an]R) = [Af (a1, . . . , an)]R for all [ai]R ∈ A/R,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Indeed, the operator interpretation A/R,f is well-defined because R is a congruence.
3.4 Term Algebras, Quotient Term Algebras, and Initiality
Definition 3.14. Given a signature (S, F ), the (S, F )-term algebra, simply the F -term algebra or just term
algebra, is the F -algebra that consists of:
1. the carrier set Ts = TF,s for s ∈ S, where TF,s is the set of all ground terms of sort s; and
2. the operator interpretation Tf : TF,s1×· · ·×TF,sn → TF,s for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, defined as Tf (ts1 , . . . , tsn) =
f(ts1 , . . . , tsn) for all tsi ∈ TF,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For notational convenience, we use TF to denote the F -term algebra.
Equational deduction yields a congruence relation on the term algebra:
Proposition 3.15. Given an equational specification (S, F,E), let 'E be the S-indexed family of relations
'E,s ⊆ TF,s × TF,s for each sort s ∈ S, defined as t'E,s t iff E `Alg ∀∅. t = t′ for all t, t′ ∈ TF,s. Then, 'E
is a congruence on the term algebra TF .
Remark 3.16. We abbreviate [t]'E as [t]E , or just [t] when E is understood. We also abbreviate t'E,s t′
as t'E t′ or simply t' t′. We write TF/E,s = {[t]E | t ∈ TF,s} as the set of 'E-equivalence classes of terms
of sort s and TF/E =
⋃
s∈S TF/E,s as the set of all 'E-equivalence classes.
A quotient term algebra is then the 'E-quotient of the term algebra. Formally,
Definition 3.17. Given an equational specification (S, F,E), the (S, F,E)-quotient term algebra, simply
the (F,E)-quotient term algebra or just E-quotient term algebra, is the 'E-quotient of the F -term algebra
TF , which for notational simplicity we denote as TF/E . Specifically,
1. TF/E,s is the carrier set for each s ∈ S; and
2. TF/E,f : TF/E,s1 ×· · ·×TF/E,sn → TF/E,s is the operation interpretation for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, defined
as TF/E,f ([ts1 ], . . . , [tsn ]) = [f(ts1 , . . . , tsn)] for all [ts1 ] ∈ TF/E,s1 , . . . , [tsn ] ∈ TF/E,sn .
Term algebras and quotient term algebras are the canonical, concrete examples of initial algebras. In this
paper we work with the most standard definition of initial algebra, which is that of an initial object in the
category of algebras. We first recall algebra morphisms:
Definition 3.18. Let A and B be algebras of the same signature (S, F ). An (algebra) morphism h : A→ B
is a function such that h(Af (a1, . . . , an)) = Bf (h(a1), . . . , h(an)) for all f ∈ Fs1...sn,s and ai ∈ Asi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In addition, if the inverse h−1 : B → A of h exists and is also a morphism, then h is an isomorphism and A
and B are isomorphic. Isomorphic algebras are regarded as the same.
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Definition 3.19. Let (S, F,E) be an equational specification. An initial (S, F,E)-algebra I, simply an
initial (F,E)-algebra or just initial E-algebra, is an E-algebra such that for every E-algebra A, there exists
a unique morphism hA : I → A. When E = ∅, we abbreviate initial (S, F, ∅)-algebras as the initial (S, F )-
algebras or simply initial F -algebras.
Theorem 3.20. The initial (F,E)-algebra exists and is unique up to isomorphism. In particular, the term
algebra TF is the initial F -algebra and the quotient term algebra TF/E is the initial (F,E)-algebra.
Remark 3.21. Initial E-algebras are initial objects in the category of E-algebras.
As a specification, (F,E) states the existence of some data, operations, and equational properties. The
initial (F,E)-algebra TF/E is a “minimal” realization of the specification (F,E), in the sense that all its
elements are representable by F -terms and it satisfies no other equations except those derived from E. In
other words, it satisfies the famous “no junk, no confusion” slogan, firstly proposed in [Burstall and Goguen,
1982]. In the following, we formally define the no-junk and no-confusion properties, and recall that an algebra
satisfies no-junk and no-confusion iff it is the initial algebra.
Theorem 3.22. Let (S, F,E) be an equational specification. For any E-algebra A, we say that:
1. A satisfies no-confusion, if for any ground equation e, we have A Alg e implies E `Alg e.
2. A satisfies no-junk, if for any element a ∈ A there is a ground term ta such that evalA(ta) = a.
A satisfies no-confusion and no-junk if and only if A is the initial (F,E)-algebra.
No-confusion states that A does not equate ground terms unless provably equal. In other words, if ground
terms t and t′ are interpreted the same in A, then E `Alg ∀∅. t = t′, which implies that E Alg ∀∅. t = t′
(Theorem 3.11), that is, t and t′ are interpreted the same in all E-algebras. No-junk states that A does not
include elements that are not representable (or reachable) by ground terms.
Theorem 3.22 states that “no junk, no confusion” is an equivalent characterization of initial algebras.
Compared with Definition 3.19, Theorem 3.22 is more convenient when we want to show that a given algebra
is an initial algebra. Our matching logic specification of initial algebras was inspired by “no-junk and no-
confusion”, and in Sections 7 and 8 we will use Theorem 3.22 to show that the algebras contained within
the matching logic models are indeed initial algebras.
3.5 Applications and Extensions
Initiality has been considered in various contexts, including many-sorted FOL [Wang, 1952; Enderton, 1972],
order-sorted algebras [Goguen and Meseguer, 1992; Poigné, 1990], membership equational logic [Meseguer,
1997], parametric specifications [Bergstra and Klop, 1983; Ehrig et al., 1984], functor-based approaches [Rut-
ten and Turi, 1993; Fiore and Hur, 2009], etc. The palette of initial semantics applications is also large,
including abstract data types [Goguen et al., 1977; Guttag and Horning, 1978; Ehrig and Mahr, 1985], for-
mal semantics [Guttag et al., 1985; Goguen and Malcolm, 1996], abstract syntax [Fiore et al., 1999], and
inductive/dependent type systems used by proof assistants such as Agda [Norell, 2007], Coq [Coq Team,
2020], and Lean [de Moura et al., 2015].
Our matching logic approach to initial algebra semantics is not limited to the standard variant. In
Section 10, we discuss three extensions that are known to be practical but also challenging. The first is
parametric specifications that support sorts like PList〈s〉, parametric in a sort s; (parametric) operations
and axioms are defined once, and then instantiated by different sorts to avoid duplication. The second is
order-sorted specifications that add a subsorting relation between sorts, e.g. Nat ≤ Int , to mean the inclusion
between the corresponding data types in models. The third is simultaneous inductive-recursive definitions
that support mutually recursive definitions of sets and operations.
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4 A New Variant of Matching Logic
Matching logic was originally proposed in [Roşu and Schulte, 2009] as a means to specify and reason about
programs compactly and modularly, using a formalism that keeps and respects the semantic structure and
does not lose them through encodings or translations. The key concept in matching logic is that of patterns,
which are used to specify the program configurations that match them. Since 2009, matching logic has
been developed into a unifying logic for programming language semantics. On foundations, [Roşu, 2017;
Chen and Roşu, 2019a, 2020a] show that matching logic captures various popular logical systems used in
defining formal language semantics, such as FOL, Hoare logic [Hoare, 1969], separation logic [Reynolds,
2002], modal logics [Hughes and Cresswell, 1968], temporal logics [Prior, 1955], λ-calculus [Church, 1941],
type systems [Martin-Löf, 1975], and so on, including their variants and extensions. On implementa-
tions, matching logic has been adopted as the logical foundation of the K formal semantic framework
(http://kframework.org). The complete, executable formal semantics of many real-world languages, in-
cluding C [Hathhorn et al., 2015], Java [Bogdănaş and Roşu, 2015], JavaScript [Park et al., 2015], Ethereum
VM [Hildenbrandt et al., 2018], and x86 [Dasgupta et al., 2019], have been formalized in K, which means
that the formal semantics of these languages become matching logic specifications, and their formal analysis
tools have been automatically generated by K from their formal semantics.
There are several variants of matching logic. Most of them have a many-sorted flavor where a sort
set S is given and fixed by a (matching logic) signature. While the many-sorted setting is convenient for
capturing models and structures that are also many-sorted, [Chen and Roşu, 2020a] pointed out that it
actually becomes an obstacle in defining more complex sort/type structures, including those mentioned in
Section 3.5. Therefore, they proposed a new variant as an alternative, called the functional variant of
matching logic, where the many-sorted infrastructure is dropped and sorts are instead defined axiomatically.
The authors then showed that the original many-sorted setting can be easily restored in the functional variant
by appropriate axiomatization.
In this paper, we are interested in finding the most basic and simplest logic that can capture initial algebra
semantics, and thus we build upon the functional variant of matching logic proposed in [Chen and Roşu,
2020a]. However, that variant has no support for induction or recursion or fixpoints, which are crucial to
capture initiality. Therefore, our first contribution is an extension with fixpoint patterns. To avoid inventing
new terminology, we still call our extension matching logic. We will thoroughly develop its metatheory.
In particular, we define the semantics of fixpoint patterns by the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [Tarski,
1955] and propose a set of proof rules for fixpoint reasoning. In Sections 4.1-4.2, we define the syntax and
semantics of matching logic, and in Section 4.3, we define matching logic specifications. In Section 4.4, we
define the proof system.
4.1 Matching Logic Syntax
Throughout the paper, we fix two disjoint, unsorted variable sets EV and SV , where EV includes element
variables denoted x, y, . . . and SV includes set variables denoted X,Y, . . . .
Definition 4.1. Let Σ be an at most countable set of (constant) symbols called a matching logic signature.
Symbols are denoted σ, σ′, σ1, σ2, . . . . The set PatternΣ of Σ-patterns, simply called patterns, is inductively
defined by the following grammar, where x ∈ EV , X ∈ SV , and σ ∈ Σ:
ϕ ::= x | X | σ | ϕ1 ϕ2 | ⊥ | ϕ1 → ϕ2 | ∃x. ϕ | µX.ϕ if ϕ is positive in X (1)
A pattern ϕ is positive in X iff X does not occur in an odd number of times of the left-hand sides of
implications ϕ1 → ϕ2. We abbreviate PatternΣ as Pattern when Σ is understood.
Remark 4.2. Compared to [Chen and Roşu, 2020a], our syntax in Definition 4.1 adds the µ-binder, which is
used to build the least fixpoint pattern µX.ϕ. As we will see later in this paper, it is the key construct that
captures initial algebra semantics axiomatically. Our syntax also extends first-order modal µ-calculus [Groote
and Mateescu, 1999], which generalizes the classical (propositional) modal µ-calculus with FOL quantifica-
tion. Since propositional µ-calculus is a fragment of matching logic [Chen and Roşu, 2019a] and FOL
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quantification is present in the grammar in Eq. (1), first-order modal µ-calculus falls as a methodological
fragment of matching logic.
We call ϕ1 ϕ2 an application pattern, which is left associative. Both ∃x. ϕ and µX.ϕ create the binding
of x and, resp., X into ϕ. The scope of a binder goes as far as possible to the right, so for example,
∃x. y → x should be understood as ∃x. (y → x). We assume the standard notions of free variables FV (ϕ) ⊆
EV ∪ SV , α-equivalence ϕ1 ≡α ϕ2, and capture-free substitution ϕ[ψ/x]. We regard α-equivalent patterns
to be syntactically identical. We define the following notations:
1. ¬ϕ ≡ ϕ→ ⊥;
2. > ≡ ¬⊥;
3. ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ≡ ¬ϕ1 → ϕ2;
4. ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ≡ ¬(¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2);
5. ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2 ≡ (ϕ1 → ϕ2) ∧ (ϕ2 → ϕ1);
6. ∀x. ϕ ≡ ¬∃x.¬ϕ;
7. νX.ϕ ≡ ¬µX.¬ϕ[¬X/X].
4.2 Matching Logic Semantics
Matching logic patterns are interpreted on an underlying carrier set. A pattern is interpreted as a set that
includes all the elements that match the pattern. Intuitively, the pattern ⊥ (called bottom) is matched by no
elements, while > (called top) is matched by all elements. Conjunction ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is matched by the elements
that match both ϕ1 and ϕ2, disjunction ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 by the elements that match ϕ1 or ϕ2, negation ¬ϕ by the
elements that do not match ϕ, and implication ϕ1→ϕ2 by all elements a such that if a matches ϕ1 then a
matches ϕ2. Element variable x is matched by the element to which x evaluates (see Definition 4.4). Set
variable X is matched by the set of elements to which X evaluates; this set can be empty, or total, or any
subset of the carrier set. Quantification ∃x. ϕ is matched by the elements that match ϕ for some valuation of
x; that is, it abstracts away the irrelevant part x from the matched part ϕ. Least fixpoint µX.ϕ is matched
by the smallest set X of elements that satisfies the equation X = ϕ (this is interesting when X occurs in ϕ).
Now, we formally define matching logic models and the valuation of patterns.
Definition 4.3. Let Σ be a matching logic signature. A Σ-model M , or simply a model, consists of:
1. a nonempty carrier set, which we also denote M ;
2. an application interpretation • : M ×M → P(M), where P(M) is the powerset; and
3. for every σ ∈ Σ, a symbol interpretation σM ⊆M as a subset.
Let us compare matching logic models to FOL models. Both types of models are associated with a
nonempty carrier set, but FOL constants are interpreted as elements while matching logic symbols/constants
are interpreted as subsets of the carrier set. Similarly, FOL interprets binary operations as functions M ×
M → M that return one element while matching logic interprets the application as a function that returns
a set. We use the terminology functional interpretation to refer to how FOL interprets functions and
terms. Note that the FOL functional interpretation is a special instance of the matching logic set-theoretic
interpretation: due to the bijection between an element a and the singleton {a}, any set M is isomorphic to
the set of all singletons of M .
Definition 4.4. Let Σ be a matching logic signature and M be a Σ-model. Let •̄ : P(M) × P(M) →
P(M) be the pointwise extension of • , i.e., A •̄ B =
⋃
a∈A,b∈B a • b for A,B ⊆ M . A(n) (M -)valuation
ρ : (EV ∪ SV ) → M ∪ P(M) is a function that maps element variables to elements and set variables to
sets, i.e., ρ(x) ∈ M for x ∈ EV and ρ(X) ⊆ M for X ∈ SV . It yields a pattern valuation, written
| |M,ρ : Pattern→ P(M), which is inductively defined as follows:
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1. |x|M,ρ = {ρ(x)} for x ∈ EV ;
2. |X|M,ρ = ρ(X) for X ∈ SV ;
3. |σ|M,ρ = σM for σ ∈ Σ;
4. |ϕ1 ϕ2|M,ρ = |ϕ1|M,ρ •̄ |ϕ2|M,ρ;
5. |⊥|M,ρ = ∅;
6. |ϕ1 → ϕ2|M,ρ = M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ \ |ϕ2|M,ρ);





{A ⊆M | |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X] ⊆ A};
where “\” denotes set difference, ρ[a/x] (resp. ρ[A/X]) is the updated valuation ρ′ such that ρ′(x) = a
(resp. ρ′(X) = A) and agrees with ρ on all the other (element and set) variables in EV ∪ SV \ {x} (resp.
EV ∪ SV \ {X}). We abbreviate |ϕ|M,ρ as |ϕ|ρ when M is understood. When ϕ is a closed pattern, i.e.,
FV (ϕ) = ∅, we abbreviate |ϕ|M,ρ as |ϕ|M or just |ϕ|, because ρ is irrelevant.
Remark 4.5. The above semantic rules are not unexpected. Rules (1) and (2) interpret variables according
to ρ. Rules (3) and (4) interpret symbols and application according to M . For rules (5)-(7), if we regard
∅ as “false” and M as “true”, then these rules become the FOL semantic rules of bottom, implication,
and ∃-quantification, respectively. Rule (8) computes the smallest set A such that |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X] = A, by the
Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [Tarski, 1955]; see Section 4.2.3.
Proposition 4.6. The following propositions hold:
1. |¬ϕ|M,ρ = M \ |ϕ|M,ρ;
2. |ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2|M,ρ = |ϕ1|M,ρ ∪ |ϕ2|M,ρ;
3. |ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2|M,ρ = |ϕ1|M,ρ ∩ |ϕ2|M,ρ;
4. |>|M,ρ = M ;
5. |ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2|M,ρ = M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ 4 |ϕ2|M,ρ);





{A ⊆M | A ⊆ |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X]};
where “4” denotes set symmetric difference.
We next discuss three important types of patterns: predicate patterns, functional patterns, and fixpoint
patterns. Intuitively, predicate patterns are the counterpart of FOL formulas; they make “statements”, so
their valuations can only be either true, denoted by total set M , or false, denoted by empty set ∅. Functional
patterns are the matching logic counterpart of FOL terms; they denote elements, so their valuations are
always singletons. Fixpoint patterns create induction and recursion.
4.2.1 Predicate Patterns
Unlike FOL, matching logic patterns can be interpreted as any subsets of the carrier set. Following up
on Remark 4.5, we identify two special sets, M and ∅, and use them to represent (logical) true and false,
respectively. For a pattern ϕ, we call it a predicate (pattern) if |ϕ|M,ρ ∈ {∅,M} for all M and ρ and say
that ϕ holds, if it evaluates to the total carrier set, M . Several important predicates such as equality and
membership will be defined as examples in Section 4.3.1.
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4.2.2 Functional Patterns
A functional pattern ϕ is one that always evaluates to a singleton set, i.e., for any M and ρ there exists
a ∈ M such that |ϕ|M,ρ = {a}. Therefore, a functional pattern denotes, or is matched by, exactly one
element, so we often blur the semantic distinction between elements and singletons, and regard ϕ as being
the element a. The simplest functional pattern is an element variable x, while more interesting examples
can be built from symbols and application. In Section 4.3.1, we will show how to define functional patterns
axiomatically. More concrete examples are included in Section 4.3.2 and throughout the paper.
4.2.3 Fixpoint Patterns
Given a model M and a valuation ρ, the fixpoint pattern µX.ϕ yields a function F : P(M) → P(M),
defined by F(A) = |ϕ|ρ[A/X] for all A ⊆ M . By the requirement that ϕ is positive in X (Definition 4.1),
we can prove that F is a monotone function, whose unique least fixpoint µF ⊆ M is exactly the valuation
|µX.ϕ|M,ρ. Therefore, µX.ϕ is a direct, logical incarnation of the least fixpoints in powersets into matching
logic patterns. More interestingly, the semantic rule in Definition 4.4(8) inspires an induction principle for
reasoning about fixpoint patterns, which we discuss informally here and formalize in Section 4.4 as the proof
rule (Knaster-Tarski). By Definition 4.4(8), to show that |µX.ϕ|M,ρ ⊆ A for a set A, one only needs to show
that |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X] ⊆ A; or written syntactically, to prove that (µX.ϕ)→ ψA for a pattern/property ψA, one
only needs to prove that ϕ[ψA/X]→ ψA. This general form of inductive reasoning is included in Section 4.4.
4.3 Matching Logic Specifications
Definition 4.7. Let Σ be a matching logic signature and M be a Σ-model. For a Σ-pattern ϕ, we say
that M validates ϕ or ϕ holds in M , written M  ϕ, if |ϕ|M,ρ = M for all valuations ρ. Let Γ be a set of
Σ-patterns called axioms. We say that M validates Γ or M is a Γ-model, if M  ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Γ. For a
Σ-pattern ψ, if M  ψ for all models M  Γ, then we write Γ  ψ. A matching logic specification consists of
a matching logic signature Σ and an axiom set Γ of Σ-patterns.
Below, we give two examples of matching logic specifications. The first example in Section 4.3.1 shows
how to axiomatically capture the true equality in any model M , by which we mean the identity relation over
M , and not any equivalence or congruence relation. Recall that FOL can not capture the true equality but
only congruence relations, which is why FOL has been extended to FOL with equality that adds explicit
syntactic and semantic components to support true equality; see, e.g. [Hamilton, 1978, Definition 5.7]. In
contrast, we will see that true equality can be axiomatically defined using one symbol and one axiom in
matching logic, without the need to extend the logic. Besides, the true equality is used to define other
important mathematical instruments such as membership and set inclusion, all of which are examples of
predicate patterns (Section 4.2.1).
The second example in Section 4.3.2 defines the set of natural numbers as the smallest set built from
zero and the successor function. This example is interesting and important for several reasons. It shows
how to axiomatically define functions and functional patterns (Section 4.2.2). It shows how to axiomatically
define inductive structures, such as natural numbers, using fixpoint patterns (Section 4.2.3). It also forms
the prelude specification given in Section 5, which will be imported and used in the specifications of initial
algebra semantics in Section 7.
4.3.1 The First Example: Capturing Equality
Here we define the specification that captures equality. Specifically, we define a predicate pattern ϕ = ϕ′
that holds iff ϕ equals to ϕ′ in all models. To do that, we introduce an important mathematical instrument
called definedness. A definedness pattern dϕe is a predicate pattern that holds iff ϕ is defined, that is, it is
matched by at least one element.










For clarity, we propose and use a semi-formal syntax
for writing specification definitions. A specification, like
DEFINEDNESS, is enclosed in the keywords spec and end-
spec and has a name DEFINEDNESS, all in capital letters.
Within it are several declaration keywords: Symbols declares
a list of matching logic symbols; Notations defines a list of no-
tations, where “≡” is read as “is sugar for”; Axioms defines a
list of named axioms. There is a fourth declaration keyword
called Imports that is used to import existing specifications.




bϕc ≡ ¬d¬ϕe // totality
ϕ1 = ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c // (true) equality
ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 → ϕ2c // set inclusion
x ∈ ϕ ≡ x ⊆ ϕ // membership
endspec
Specification 2: DEFINEDNESS+
DEFINEDNESS defines one symbol def , one notation
dϕe, and one axiom ∀x. dxe named (Definedness). (Definedness)
states that every element x is defined. This is in tune
with our intuition about definedness—matching at least one
element—because, indeed, x is matched by exactly one ele-
ment, which is the one to which it evaluates. Now, consider
any model M  DEFINEDNESS and any pattern ϕ. We have
two cases: (1) ϕ is defined in M , or (2) ϕ is undefined. If it
is defined, then there exists at least an element x included in
ϕ. By pointwise extension (Definition 4.7), dxe is included
in dϕe, and since dxe holds by (Definedness), dϕe must also
hold. If ϕ is undefined, then ϕ is the empty set. Also by
pointwise extension, dϕe must also be empty. Thus, dϕe is
a predicate that holds iff ϕ is defined. Formally,
Proposition 4.9. For any M  DEFINEDNESS, pattern ϕ, and valuation ρ:
1. daeM = M for every a ∈M , where daeM = defM •̄ {a} and defM is the interpretation of def ;
2. |dϕe|M,ρ = M if |ϕ|M,ρ 6= ∅; otherwise, |dϕe|M,ρ = ∅.
We use definedness to define equality and also totality, membership, and inclusion in DEFINEDNESS+,
Specification 2. Their semantic meaning is formalized by the following proposition. Note that semantically,
x ∈ ϕ is the same as x ⊆ ϕ. We still define x ∈ ϕ because it fits well the intuition that x is an element in ϕ.
Proposition 4.10. For M  DEFINEDNESS, patterns ϕ,ϕ′, element variable x, and valuation ρ:
1. |bϕc|M,ρ = M if |ϕ|M,ρ = M ; otherwise, |bϕc|M,ρ = ∅;
2. |ϕ = ϕ′|M,ρ = M if |ϕ|M,ρ = |ϕ′|M,ρ; otherwise, |ϕ = ϕ′|M,ρ = ∅;
3. |ϕ ⊆ ϕ′|M,ρ = M if |ϕ|M,ρ ⊆ |ϕ′|M,ρ; otherwise, |ϕ ⊆ ϕ′|M,ρ = ∅;
4. |x ∈ ϕ|M,ρ = M if ρ(x) ∈ |ϕ|M,ρ; otherwise, |x ∈ ϕ|M,ρ = ∅.
4.3.2 The Second Example: Capturing Natural Numbers
Here we define NN in Specification 3 that captures the set N of natural numbers as the smallest set built
from zero and the successor function.
NN imports DEFINEDNESS+ and defines three symbols: N denotes the set of natural numbers; zero
denotes the number zero; and succ denotes the successor function. Intuitively, axiom (Nat Zero) is a typical
axiom, which states that zero is a functional pattern (see Section 4.2.2), and the element that zero denotes is
in N (recall that x is matched by exactly one element). Axiom (Nat Succ) states that for any x in N, (succ x)
is an element in N. Axioms (Nat Succ.1) and (Nat Succ.2) state that zero, (succ zero), (succ succ zero), . . . are




Symbols: N, zero, succ
Axioms:
(Nat Zero) ∃x. x ∈ N ∧ zero = x
(Nat Succ) ∀x. x ∈ N→ ∃y. y ∈ N ∧ succ x = y
(Nat Succ.1) succ zero 6= zero
(Nat Succ.2) ∀x.∀y. x ∈ N ∧ y ∈ N
→ succ x = succ y → x = y
(Nat Domain) N = µD. zero ∨ succ D
endspec
Specification 3: NN
The above intuition about defining functional
patterns and functions in matching logic is of vital
importance to understand the specifications of ini-
tial algebra semantics in later sections. Therefore,
we give the formal details below. Let us consider
a model M  NN, where • : M ×M → P(M) is
the application interpretation, •̄ is its pointwise ex-
tension, and NM , zeroM , succM ⊆ M are the corre-
sponding symbol interpretations. Then, M derives
the standard model of natural numbers as follows,
where for clarity we explicitly specify the axioms
that make the claims true:
Proposition 4.11. For any M  NN, the following properties hold:
1. By axiom (Nat Zero): NM 6= ∅; zeroM is a singleton; and zeroM ⊆ NM ; thus, we can define Mzero ∈ NM
to be the unique element that is in zeroM ;
2. By axiom (Nat Succ): for any m ∈ NM there exists nextm ∈ NM such that succM •̄ {m} = {nextm}; thus,
we can define Msucc : NM → NM to be the unique function such that Msucc(m) = nextm;
3. By axioms (Nat Succ.1) and (Nat Succ.2): Msucc(Mzero) 6= Mzero, and for any m,n ∈ NM , Msucc(m) =
Msucc(n) implies m = n, that is, Msucc is injective;
4. By axiom (Nat Domain): NM is the set {Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . };
5. Thus, (NM ,Mzero ,Msucc) is the standard model of natural numbers.
As a notational convention, we write zeroM and succM for the symbol interpretations given directly
by the matching logic model, and Mzero and Msucc for the elements and/or functions that are derived
from M as above. Similarly, in Section 5 we will define sorts in matching logic, and we will write sM for
the interpretation of the sort name s given directly by the matching logic model, and Ms for the actual
inhabitant set of s derived from M . This way, our matching logic notations are the same as the notations
for carrier sets and operation interpretations of algebras (Definition 3.3).
4.4 Matching Logic Proof System
Matching logic has a fixed Hilbert-style proof system that supports formal reasoning for all specifications Γ.
We write Γ ` ϕ to mean that ϕ is a provable pattern from the axioms in Γ. In this paper, the actual proof
system is not necessary for the technical results, so we exile it to Appendix B. In the following, we review
some important meta-theorems that can be proved about the proof system so as to give intuition about the
types of formal reasoning that are supported in matching logic.
Proposition 4.12. Let Γ be any specification. Then, the following propositions hold:
1. Γ ` ϕ, if ϕ is a tautology over patterns;
2. Γ ` ϕ1 and Γ ` ϕ1 → ϕ2 imply Γ ` ϕ2;
3. Γ ` ϕ[y/x]→ ∃x. ϕ;
4. Γ ` ϕ1 → ϕ2 and y 6∈ FV (ϕ2) imply Γ ` (∃y. ϕ1)→ ϕ2;
5. Γ ` ϕ = ϕ;
6. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 and Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ3 imply Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ3;
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7. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ1;
8. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ψ[ϕ1/x] = ψ[ϕ2/x], known as the Leibniz’s law of equality.
9. Γ ` (µX.ϕ) = ϕ[µX.ϕ/X];
10. Γ ` ϕ[ψ/X]→ ψ implies Γ ` (µX.ϕ)→ ψ; this proof rule is denoted (Knaster-Tarski);
where for (5)-(9) we naturally require that Γ defines equality (Section 4.3.1).
Properties (1)-(4) capture standard FOL reasoning, (5)-(8) capture standard equational reasoning, and
(9)-(10) provide standard fixpoint reasoning (cf. [Kozen, 1983, Section 5]). Particularly, rule (9) states that
µX.ϕ is a fixpoint, and thus it is the same after unfolding. Rule (10) characterizes an induction principle
about µX.ϕ, following the discussion in Section 4.2.3. As expected, ` is sound:
Theorem 4.13. For any Γ and ϕ, we have Γ ` ϕ implies Γ  ϕ.
5 Capturing Sorts: Pairs, Tuples, and Functions
Matching logic is unsorted. In this section, we propose a systematic and extensible way to defining arbitrary
sorting structures axiomatically in matching logic and show in detail how to define pair sorts, tuple sorts,
and function sorts as examples. We only discuss these very basic sort constructs here, since they are all
we need to capture many-sorted initial algebra. More complex sort constructs, such as subsorts, parametric
sorts, and recursively-constrained sorts are discussed in Section 10.





[[s]] ≡ inh s
¬sϕ ≡ (¬ϕ) ∧ [[s]]
∀x:s. ϕ ≡ ∀x. x ∈ [[s]]→ ϕ
∃x:s. ϕ ≡ ∃x. x ∈ [[s]] ∧ ϕ
ϕ:s ≡ ∃z :s. ϕ = z
∀x1, . . . , xn :s. ϕ ≡ ∀x1 :s. . . . ∀xn :s. ϕ
∃x1, . . . , xn :s. ϕ ≡ ∃x1 :s. . . . ∃xn :s. ϕ
endspec
Specification 4: SORT
By Definition 4.3, a matching logic model M has only one
universal carrier set. As seen from specification NN of natu-
ral numbers (Section 4.3.2), the carrier set includes not only
the intended elements but also elements corresponding to
symbols meant to be functions, predicates, etc. From that
perspective, in matching logic a sort s is regarded as a means
to refer to a subset of the total universe M including only the
elements “having sort s”. Specifically, we can define a sort s
as a symbol that represents the name of the sort, which we
use to generically refer to all the elements that inhabit it. To
obtain the actual subset of elements associated with s, called
the inhabitant set of s, we define a symbol inh, called the
inhabitant symbol, and use the application pattern (inh s)
to represent the inhabitant set of s.
Formally, we define SORT in Specification 4, which pro-
vides no particular sorts are defined but only the generic sorting infrastructure, which supports the subse-
quent sort structures such as pair sorts, function sorts, etc. Specifically, SORT defines two symbols inh and
Sort , and some standard notations about sorting. As mentioned, inh is the inhabitant symbol, and pattern
(inh s), also written [[s]] according to the notation, is matched by all elements that have sort s. Sorted
negation ¬sϕ is matched by the elements of sort s that do not match ϕ. Sorted quantification ∀x :s. ϕ and
∃x :s. ϕ restrict the range of x to the inhabitants of s. Sorted membership ϕ :s specifies that ϕ is a functional
pattern (Section 4.2.2) and that ϕ is an inhabitant of s. Symbol Sort is the sort of all sort names. Later in
this section, we will define pair sorts, tuple sorts, and function sorts for all sorts in Sort , which thus act as
constructors for Sort .
Remark 5.1. SORT is a generic specification to be imported when sorts are desired. The actual semantic
meaning of an element x having a sort s is arbitrary and open for interpretation, and is completely decided by
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(user-defined) axioms. For example, if Nat is the sort of natural numbers (see Section 5.1.1), then x having
sort Nat means that x is a natural number. In general, a sort s can mean that a certain property holds, and
then the sorted membership x :s holds iff x has the property associated with s, which is reminiscent of the
typing relation t :τ in type systems.
5.1.1 An Example: The Sort of Natural Numbers
We defined a specification NN of natural numbers (Specification 3). Based on that, we define the sort Nat
of natural numbers in NAT as Specification 5.
spec NAT
Imports: NN, SORT
Symbols: Nat , plus,mult
Axioms:
(Nat Sort) Nat :Sort
(Nat) [[Nat ]] = N
(Nat Plus.1) ∀x:Nat . plus x zero = x
(Nat Plus.2) ∀x, y :Nat . plus x (succ y)
= succ (plus x y)
(Nat Mult.1) ∀x:Nat .mult x zero = zero
(Nat Mult.2) ∀x, y :Nat .mult x (succ y)
= plus x (mult x y)
endspec
Specification 5: NAT
Intuitively, (Nat Sort) states that Nat is an inhab-
itant of Sort . (Nat) states that the inhabitant set of
Nat equals N, which is the set of natural numbers
defined in Section 4.3.2. The other four axioms de-
fine the Peano addition and multiplication of natu-
ral numbers, where we use the sorted quantification
(Specification 4).
NAT is an important example that shows how
to use the generic sorting infrastructure in SORT to
axiomatically define sorts and operations. The sort
Nat of natural numbers will also be imported and
used by the specification of tuples (Section 5.3) to
define tuple projection.
Like in Section 4.3.2, we can consider a model
M  NAT and show how symbol interpretations
plusM ,multM ⊆ M derive the standard addition and multiplication Mplus and Mmult over naturals, same
way the successor function Msucc was derived. Specifically, if MSort = |[[Sort ]]|M = inhM •̄ SortM as is the
inhabitant set of Sort and MNat = |[[Nat ]]|M = inhM •̄ NatM is the inhabitant set of Nat , then,
Proposition 5.2. The following propositions hold:
1. By (Nat Sort): NatM is a singleton, whose unique element we (ambiguously) denote also as NatM ; then,
NatM ∈MSort ; intuitively, NatM is the interpretation of the sort name Nat in M ;
2. By (Nat): the set MNat equals NM = {Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . }, which was
defined in Proposition 4.11; intuitively, MNat is the inhabitant set of Nat in M ;
3. Following the same reasoning in Proposition 4.11, we can define functions Mplus ,Mmult : MNat ×
MNat →MNat , such that plusM •̄ {m} •̄ {n} = {Mplus(m,n)} and multM •̄ {m} •̄ {n} = {Mmult(m,n)},






1 ≡ succ 0
2 ≡ succ 1
· · ·
Axioms:
(NzNat Sort) NzNat :Sort
(NzNat) [[NzNat ]] = succ [[Nat ]]
endspec
Specification 6: NAT+
In other words, MSort is the inhabitant set of
Sort and NatM ∈ MSort denotes the sort name
Nat . MNat is the inhabitant set of Nat , and
Mzero ,Msucc ,Mplus ,Mmult are element and/or func-
tions over MNat .
For notational simplicity, we want to use natural
numbers 0, 1, 2, . . . as is in matching logic patterns
and specifications. Thus, we define NAT+ in Speci-
fication 6 that defines all natural numbers 0, 1, 2, . . .
as notations that are desugared into the correspond-
ing patterns zero, (succ zero), (succ (succ zero)),
. . . . We also define a new sort NzNat for positive
(nonzero) natural numbers as a subsort of Nat ; Sec-





Symbols: Pair , pair , fst , snd
Notations:
s1 ⊗ s2 ≡ Pair s1 s2
〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 ≡ pair ϕ1 ϕ2
Axioms: // all axioms are quantified by “∀s1, s2 :Sort”
(Pair Sort) (s1 ⊗ s2):Sort
(Pair) ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. 〈x1, x2〉 :(s1 ⊗ s2)
(Pair Fst) ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. fst 〈x1, x2〉 = x1
(Pair Snd) ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. snd 〈x1, x2〉 = x2
(Pair Inj) ∀x1, y1 :s1. ∀x2, y2 :s2.
〈x1, x2〉= 〈y1, y2〉 → x1=x2 ∧ y1=y2
(Pair Domain) [[s1 ⊗ s2]] = 〈[[s1]], [[s2]]〉
endspec
Specification 7: PAIR
For any two sorts s1 and s2, we define a new sort
Pair s1 s2, called the pair sort of s1 and s2. Here,
Pair is a symbol that serves as a sort constructor.
For the new pair sort, we also define a symbol pair as
the constructor of the pairs and fst , snd destructors.
This is formalized by PAIR in Specification 7.
Intuitively, 〈x1, x2〉 is the pair of x1 and x2. If x1
has sort s1 and x2 has sort s2, then by (Pair), 〈x1, x2〉
is an element of sort s1 ⊗ s2. (Pair Sort) states that
s1 ⊗ s2 is a sort when s1 and s2 are sorts in Sort .
Hence, we can have nested product sorts such as
s1⊗ (s2⊗ s3) where s1, s2, s3 are sorts in Sort . This
allows us to define (finite) tuple sorts (Section 5.3).
(Pair Fst) and (Pair Snd) define the destructors fst and
snd . (Pair Inj) states that two pairs are equal only if
their corresponding components are equal. Finally,
(Pair Domain) states that the inhabitant set of s1⊗s2
is the set of all pairs 〈x1, x2〉, with x1 of sort s1 and x2 of sort s2.
Like in Propositions 4.11 and 5.2, we formalize the above intuition by considering a model M  PAIR,
where pairM , fstM , sndM ,PairM ⊆ M are the corresponding symbol interpretations. Recall that we let
MSort = Minh •̄ SortM to be the inhabitant set of Sort that includes all sort names in M . Then for each
s ∈MSort , let the set Ms = Minh •̄ {s} be the inhabitant set of s in M .
Proposition 5.3. Under the above conditions and notations, the following properties hold:
1. By (Pair Sort): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , PairM •̄ {s1} •̄ {s2} is a singleton, whose (unique) element we denote
s1 ⊗M s2; then we have s1 ⊗M s2 ∈MSort ; intuitively, s1 ⊗M s2 is the pair sort of s1 and s2;
2. By (Pair): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , x1 ∈Ms1 , and x2 ∈Ms2 , pairM •̄{x1}•̄{x2} is a singleton, whose (unique)
element we denote 〈x1, x2〉M ; then we have 〈x1, x2〉M ∈Ms1⊗Ms2 ;
3. Like in Propositions 4.3.2 and 5.1.1, let Mfst : Ms1⊗Ms2 → Ms1 and Msnd : Ms1⊗Ms2 → Ms2 be such
that fstM •̄ {y} = {Mfst(y)} and sndM •̄ {y} = {Msnd(y)}, for any s1, s2 ∈MSort and y ∈Ms1⊗Ms2 ;
4. By (Pair Fst/Snd/Inj): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , x1, y1 ∈Ms1 , and x2, y2 ∈Ms2 , we have Mfst(〈x1, x2〉M ) = x1,
Msnd(〈x1, x2〉M ) = x2, and 〈x1, x2〉M = 〈y1, y2〉M implies xi = yi, (i = 1, 2);
5. Ms1⊗Ms2 = {〈x1, x2〉M | x1 ∈Ms1 , x2 ∈Ms2};
6. Then, Ms1⊗Ms2 is exactly the Cartesian product Ms1 ×Ms2 of Ms1 and Ms2 , for s1, s2 ∈MSort .
5.3 Tuple Sorts
spec TUPLE Imports: PAIR,NAT
Symbols: proj
Notations:
〈ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn〉 ≡ 〈ϕ1, 〈ϕ2, . . . , ϕn〉〉
s1 ⊗ s2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn ≡ s1 ⊗ (s2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn)
Axioms: // all axioms are quantified by “∀s1, s2 :Sort”
(Proj First) ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. (proj 1 〈x1, x2〉) = x1
(Proj Rest) ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. ∀n:NzNat .
(proj (succ n) 〈x1, x2〉) = proj n x2
endspec
Specification 8: TUPLE
Tuples are nested pairs, so we import PAIR and de-
fine notations for tuples. We also define a new sym-
bol proj , which takes a positive number i and a tu-
ple, and returns its ith component.
Remark 5.4. Following the notations in Propo-
sition 5.3, for a model M  TUPLE, we write
〈x1, . . . , xn〉M ∈Ms1⊗M ···⊗Msn for the tuple of x1 ∈
Ms1 , . . . , xn ∈ Msn . Then, Ms1⊗M ···⊗Msn is ex-
actly the Cartesian product Ms1 × · · · ×Msn of sets
Ms1 , . . . ,Msn , for s1, . . . , sn ∈MSort .
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arity of f function sort axiomatizing that f is a function applying f on argument(s)
nullary Unit →○ s f :Unit →○ s f(), which equals f
unary s1 →○ s f :s1 →○ s f(x1)
multary s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s f(x1, . . . , xn)





Notations: s1 →○ s2 ≡ Function s1 s2
Axioms: // all axioms are quantified by “∀s1, s2 :Sort”
(Func Sort) (s1 →○ s2):Sort
(Func Domain) [[s1 →○ s2]] = ∃f. f ∧ (∀x:s1. (f x):s2)
(Func Ext) ∀f, g :s1→○s2. (∀x:s1. f x = g x)→ f = g
endspec
Specification 9: FUNCTION
For any two sorts s1 and s2, we define a new sort
Function s1 s2 called the function sort from s1 to
s2, where Function is a symbol that serves as a sort
constructor. This is formalized by FUNCTION in
Specification 9.
Intuitively, (Func Sort) states that s1 →○ s2 is a
sort in Sort whenever s1 and s2 are sorts in Sort .
(Func Domain) states that s1 →○ s2 is the sort of all
“elements” f that behave as a function from s1 to
s2, i.e., for any x of sort s1, the application (f x)
returns a value of sort s2. (Func Ext) states that two
functions f and g of sort s1 →○ s2 are equal iff they
return the same value on all arguments of sort s1.
spec PRELUDE
Imports: FUNCTION,TUPLE
Symbols: Unit , unit
Notations:
() ≡ unit
f(ϕ) ≡ f ϕ
f(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) ≡ f 〈ϕ1, . . . , ϕn〉 // for n ≥ 2
Axioms:
(Unit Sort) Unit :Sort
(Unit) unit :Unit
(Unit Domain) [[Unit ]] = unit
(Unit Identity) ∀s:Sort .∀x:s. (x unit) = x
endspec
Specification 10: PRELUDE
Although FUNCTION only defines the sorts of
unary functions, the same methodology can be ap-
plied to dealing with multary functions and nullary
functions (i.e., constants) in a uniform way. Specif-
ically, a multary function f from sorts s1, . . . , sn to
s for n ≥ 2, can be defined as a unary function from
the pair/tuple sort s1⊗· · ·⊗sn to s. A nullary func-
tion c of sort s can be defined as a unary function
from the unit sort Unit to s, where Unit is a special
sort with exactly one element unit that is the right
identity of application, i.e., (c unit) always equals c.
Then, the nullary function c can be represented as a
function from Unit to s. This leads us to PRELUDE
in Specification 10.
PRELUDE shows a systematic way to represent functions of any arity, including nullary, unary, and
multary functions, using a uniform and familiar notation as summarized in Table 1.
In the rest of the paper, when we discuss functions, we feel free to mention only the multary cases, where
the nullary and unary cases are implicitly covered in the sense described above. For example, when we say
that f :s1⊗· · ·⊗ sn →○ s is a function, it should be understood that f can be a nullary function (when n= 0),
or a unary function (when n= 1), or a multary function (when n≥ 2).
The following proposition characterizes the behavior of a function.
Proposition 5.5. The following holds for any n ≥ 0:
PRELUDE ` ∀s1, . . . , sn :Sort . (f : s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s)→ (∀x1 :s1. . . .∀xn :sn. f(x1, . . . , xn):s)
Remark 5.6. A common design pattern that will occur in the rest of the paper when we define the speci-
fications of initial algebra semantics, is that we declare a symbol f and the following axiom:
(Function) f : s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s
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for sorts s1, . . . , sn, s in Sort . Following the same idea as in Propositions 4.11 and 5.2, we can show that given
a model M , the symbol f indeed derives a function from the inhabitant sets of s1, . . . , sn to the inhabitant
set of s in M . Due to its importance, we formalize the intuition in detail below:
Proposition 5.7. Let SPEC be a specification that imports PRELUDE and includes the above axiom (Function)
for a symbol f . Then f yields a function Mf : Ms1 × · · · ×Msn →Ms in any M  SPEC.
Note that the proposition holds for all n ≥ 0 and f can be a nullary, unary, or multary function.
6 Capturing Algebras and Equational Specifications
Here, we define the matching logic specifications that capture (many-sorted) algebras (Definition 3.3) and
equational specifications (Definition 3.7). For each signature (S, F ), we define a corresponding matching
logic specification ALGEBRA(S, F ), where the sorts s1, s2, · · · ∈ S are captured by matching logic symbols
of sort Sort (Specification 4), and each operation f ∈ Fs1...sn,s is captured by a matching logic symbol f
with the (Function) axiom f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s (Remark 5.6). To formally show that ALGEBRA(S, F ) indeed
captures the (S, F )-algebras, we use the categorical notion of institution (co)morphisms [Goguen and Rosu,
2002] to show that there exists a simple theoroidal comorphism from the category of (S, F )-algebras to the
category of matching logic ALGEBRA(S, F )-models.
For presentational purpose, we will not use much category theory in the main text. Instead, we show
the equivalence result using a model transformation. Specifically, we define a transformation α that sends a
model M  ALGEBRA(S, F ) to an (S, F )-algebra α(M) and prove that M and α(M) validate the same set
of F -equations (via syntactic sugar where F -equations are patterns):
M  e if and only if α(M) Alg e (2)
We also show that α is essentially surjective, that is, for any (S, F )-algebra A there exists a model M such
that α(M) is exactly A. The reader familiar with the theory of institutions will notice that the above model
translation is actually what establishes the above-mentioned simple theoroidal comorphism; for details we
refer to Appendix D.3.
6.1 Capturing Signatures
Definition 6.1. For a signature (S, F ) like in Definition 3.1, we define ALGEBRA(S, F ) in Specification 11,
often abbreviated ALGEBRA(F ).
spec ALGEBRA(S, F ) Imports: PRELUDE
Symbols: s ∈ S, f ∈ F,SigOps,SigArgs
Axioms:
(Sort) s:Sort for s ∈ S
(Function) f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s for f∈Fs1...sn,s
(Signature Ops) [[SigOps]] =
∨
f∈F f
(Signature Args) [[SigArgs]] =
∨
f∈Fs1...sn,s
[[s1⊗ · · ·⊗sn]]
endspec
Specification 11: ALGEBRA(S, F )
For technical convenience, we define the auxil-
iary sorts SigOps and SigArgs, where SigOps is the
sort for all operations in F as given by the signa-
ture (S, F ), and SigArgs is the sort of all argument
tuples of the operations in F . With these sorts, we
can quantify over operations and their arguments
using the sorted quantification such as ∀f :SigOps
and ∀arg :SigArgs.
6.2 Capturing Algebras
Here we show that specification ALGEBRA(S, F ) precisely captures (S, F )-algebras. Formally, we build a
model transformation from M  ALGEBRA(S, F ) to an F -algebra α(M) and prove that α is essentially
surjective (Theorem 6.5). A more precise analysis of the semantic equivalence between M and α(M) in
terms of the set of F -equations that they validate is made in Section 6.3. The model transformation α is
based directly on how matching logic models properly produce the interpretations of the inhabitant sets of
sorts and operations, following Proposition 5.7.
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Definition 6.2. Let (S, F ) be a signature and M  ALGEBRA(S, F ). Then by Proposition 5.7, M produces
the inhabitant set Ms for each sort s ∈ S and the function Mf : Ms1×· · ·×Msn →Ms for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s,
restated as Corollary 6.3 for clarity. We define A = α(M) as the F -algebra where:
1. for s ∈ S, the carrier set As = Ms;
2. for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, the operation interpretation Af = Mf .
Corollary 6.3. Under the notations and conditions of Definition 6.2, we define Ms = |[[s]]|M = inhM •̄ {sM}
as the inhabitant set of s for each s ∈ S. For any f ∈ Fs1...sn,s and x1 ∈ Ms1 , . . . , xn ∈ Msn , we know by
axiom (Function) that fM •̄ 〈x1, . . . , xn〉M is a singleton, whose (unique) element we denote Mf (x1, . . . , xn).
Thus, Mf is a function from Ms1 × · · · ×Msn to Ms, for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s.
Remark 6.4. Although the matching logic model M has a nonempty carrier set by definition, the derived
algebra α(M) can have empty carrier sets. This is because the carrier set As of sort s is Ms = |[[s]]|M .
Therefore, if [[s]] is interpreted by M as the empty set then As is also empty.
Next, we state the theorem that shows that α is essentially surjective.
Theorem 6.5. Let (S, F ) be a signature and A be any (S, F )-algebra. Then there exists a matching logic
model M  Signature(S, F ) such that α(M) is exactly A.
It turns out that the most technically tedious proof of all results in this paper is to show the existence of
any model of ALGEBRA(S, F ), that is, to show the consistency of the specification ALGEBRA(S, F ). Indeed,
ALGEBRA(S, F ) imports PRELUDE, which not only defines pairs and functions, but also pairs of pairs,
functions of functions, and all possible nested combinations. Therefore, we exile the proof of Theorem 6.5,
which is straightforward but tedious, to Appendix D.
6.3 Capturing Equational Specifications
We now study the semantic equivalence between M and the derived algebra α(M). We show that they
validate the same F -equations (there are two validity relations: the matching logic validity in Definition 4.7
and the algebra validity in Definition 3.8), but first we define F -equations as patterns.
By Definition 3.7, an F -equation is associated with an S-sorted variable set V where each variable x ∈ V
is associated with its sort, denoted sort(x) ∈ S. For technical convenience, we assume that all sorted variables
used in F -equations are element variables of matching logic, that is, V ⊆ EV . Then, F -equations can be
defined using matching logic equality and sorted quantification. Formally,
Definition 6.6. For an equational specification (F,E), we define EQSPEC(S, F,E) in Specification 12,
abbreviated EQSPEC(F,E) or EQSPEC(E).
spec EQSPEC(S, F,E)
Imports: ALGEBRA(S, F )
Notations:
// V = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of sorted variables
∀V . ϕ ≡ ∀x1 :sort(x1). . . .∀xn :sort(xn). ϕ
∃V . ϕ ≡ ∃x1 :sort(x1). . . .∃xn :sort(xn). ϕ
Axioms: (Equation) e for every e ∈ E
endspec
Specification 12: EQSPEC(S, F,E)
In EQSPEC(F,E), an F -equation ∀V . t = t′ for
t, t′ ∈ TF (V ) is a well-formed pattern, because t
and t′ are application patterns (see PRELUDE) and
equality is defined in Section 4.3.1.
Since EQSPEC(F,E) imports ALGEBRA(F ), we
can apply the model transformation α on a model
M  EQSPEC(F,E), and the result, α(M), is an F -
algebra by Definition 6.2. In the following, we show
that α(M) is actually an (F,E)-algebra by proving
the stronger result, that α(M) and M validate the
same set of F -equations.
Theorem 6.7. Let M  EQSPEC(F,E) and α(M) be the derived F -algebra. Then, for any F -equation e,
we have M  e iff α(M) Alg e. Particularly, we know that α(M) is an (F,E)-algebra.
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Remark 6.8. Theorem 6.7 together with Theorem 6.5 actually show that there exists a theoroidal co-
morphism ALGth → MLth from the category of many-sorted E-algebras to the category of matching logic
EQSPEC(E)-models; details in Appendix D.3.
Finally, we show that the specification EQSPEC(E) is a conservative extension of E:
Theorem 6.9. For any equational specification E and any equation e, the following are equivalent: (1)
EQSPEC(E) ` e; (2) EQSPEC(E)  e; (3) E Alg e; (4) E `Alg e.
Proof. We prove (1) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (3) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (1). (1) =⇒ (2) is by the soundness of matching logic
(Theorem 4.13). (2) =⇒ (3) is by the semantic equivalence (Theorem 6.7) and the surjectivity of α (The-
orem 6.5). (3) =⇒ (4) is by the completeness of equational deduction (Theorem 3.11). (4) =⇒ (1) holds
because the matching logic proof system supports equational reasoning (Proposition 4.12).
6.3.1 A Pitfall w.r.t. Theorem 6.9
Recall that the initial E-algebra I has no-confusion (Theorem 3.22), that is, I Alg e iff E `Alg e. Combing
that with Theorem 6.9, one may conclude that all valid equations in the initial algebra I can be inferred
using equational deduction, and that is all, since we now have a sound and complete solution to formal
reasoning in initial algebra semantics.
The above conclusion is, of course, wrong, because after all, (equational) validity in initial algebras is Π02-
complete (see Section 9) and thus has no complete (and effective) proof system like equational deduction. The
problem is that no-confusion of I only works on ground equations, not all equations. Therefore, equational
deduction is only complete w.r.t. ground equational validity, but not equational validity in general. In fact,
in Section 9, we will give a concrete example where equational deduction fails to prove a valid equation (with
variables) of I, which can instead be proved using the matching logic proof system (Section 4.4). For that,
we need to capture initiality by matching logic patterns/axioms and support induction—the main topics in
Sections 7-9.
7 Capturing Term Algebras
In this section, we define the matching logic specifications TERMALGEBRA(F ) that capture the term algebras
(Definition 3.14), by taking the specification ALGEBRA(F ) for F -algebras and define two additional axioms,
(No Confusion) and (No Junk), that capture the no-confusion and no-junk properties (Theorem 3.22). We show
that for any model M  TERMALGEBRA(F ), the derived algebra α(M) is exactly the term algebra TF .
Specifically, we will discuss no-confusion in Section 7.1 and no-junk in Section 7.2. Then we put them
together in Section 7.3 and state the main theorem.
7.1 Capturing Term Algebras: No-Confusion
In Theorem 3.22, no-confusion and no-junk were defined for all (F,E)-algebras, in general; in this section
we are only considering the special case when E = ∅, that is, when there are no underlying equations. In
this special case, no-confusion takes a simpler form, which we state in Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.1. Let (F, ∅) be an equational specification with no equational axioms. Then, an (F, ∅)-algebra A
satisfies no-confusion iff (1) Af is injective for each f ∈ F , and (2) the ranges/codomains of Af and Af ′
are disjoint for all distinct f, f ′ ∈ F .
In other words, in term algebra TF all operations in F are constructors; two terms are equal iff they are
built from the same operation and the same argument(s). This leads us to the following:
Definition 7.2. For a signature (S, F ), we define NOCONFUSION(S, F ) in Specification 13, abbreviated
NOCONFUSION(F ).
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spec NOCONFUSION(S, F )
Imports: ALGEBRA(S, F )
Axioms:
(Distinct Function) f 6= f ′ for distinct f, f ′ ∈ F
(No Confusion) ∀f, f ′ : SigOps. ∀args, args′ : SigArgs.
(f args)=(f ′ args′)→f=f ′∧args=args′
endspec
Specification 13: NOCONFUSION(S, F )
Intuitively, (Distinct Function) states that dis-
tinct operations are indeed different functions.
This is true in term algebras, where different
operations build different terms, so by axiom
(Func Ext) in FUNCTION, they are different func-
tions. (No Confusion) captures no-confusion by one
axiom, where sorts SigOps and SigArgs (Defini-
tion 6.1) restrict the ranges accordingly.
Lemma 7.3. For any M  NOCONFUSION(F ),
α(M) satisfies no-confusion. Particularly, for any
t, t′ ∈ TF , these are equivalent: (1) M  t = t′; (2) α(M) Alg ∀∅. t = t′; (3) t and t′ are the same.
7.2 Capturing Term Algebras: No-Junk
By Theorem 3.22, an algebra A satisfies no-junk if, intuitively, its carrier sets are generated by the sets
of ground terms; that is, they are the smallest sets that are closed under the operations in F . Therefore,
no-junk can be defined axiomatically by the µ-binder and fixpoint patterns (Section 4.2.3).
Let us first build some intuition with a few simple examples.
Example 7.4. Let (S, F ) be a signature where S = {s} has one sort and F = {a ∈ Fε,s, f ∈ Fs,s, g ∈ Fs s,s}
has a constant a, a unary operation f , and a binary operation g. Then, we define no-junk as:
[[s]] = µD. a ∨ f(D) ∨ g(D,D)
Intuitively, it specifies that [[s]] is the smallest set D that includes a and is closed under f and g.
Example 7.4 is in principle the same as axiom (Nat Domain) in specification NN that captures natural
numbers; see Specification 3. Since the signature has only one sort, its carrier set only depends on itself. In
recursive data types, this is called single recursion or direct recursion. In general, however, the signature
(S, F ) may include many sorts and also operations among them, which causes mutual recursion. We will
follow the usual way to convert mutual recursion to single recursion, of which the main idea is shown in the
following example.
Example 7.5. Let (S, F ) be a signature where S = {s1, s2} and F = {a1 ∈ Fε,s1 , a2 ∈ Fε,s2 , f ∈ Fs1 s2,s2 , g ∈
Fs1 s2,s1}. Here, a1, a2 are two constants and f, g are two binary functions. The following is a failed attempt
that uses the µ-binder to capture the mutual recursion between [[s1]] and [[s2]]:
〈[[s1]], [[s2]]〉 = µ 〈D1, D2〉 . 〈a1 ∨ g(D1, D2), a2 ∨ f(D1, D2)〉 // wrong use of µ
The above definition, although intuitive and straightforward, is wrong, because µ can only bind a set variable,
and not a structure such as 〈D1, D2〉. We can correct it by replacing 〈D1, D2〉 with a set variable D and use
the projection function to restore D1 and D2. The corrected definition is:
〈[[s1]], [[s2]]〉 = µD. 〈a1 ∨ g((proj 1 D), (proj 2 D)), a2 ∨ f((proj 1 D), (proj 2 D))〉
where (proj i D) is the projection of D, for i ∈ {1, 2}, defined in Specification 8.
Next example is about void sorts. Given a signature F , a sort s is void in F if it has no ground terms,
i.e., TF,s = ∅. The following example shows why void sorts require special treatment:
Example 7.6. Let (S, F ) be a signature where S = {s3, s4} and F = {b ∈ Fε,s3}. Then s3 is a non-void
sort and s4 is a void sort. If we follow Example 7.5 to define the carrier sets [[s3]] and [[s4]], we get:
〈[[s3]], [[s4]]〉 = µD. 〈b,⊥〉 // this is a wrong definition
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spec NOJUNK(S, F )
Imports: ALGEBRA(S, F )
Axioms:
(No Junk Void) [[s]] = ⊥ for each s ∈ Svoid










, . . . , Ds1m1
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where Ds ≡ (proj i D) if s is si for some si ∈ S, or Ds ≡ ⊥ if s ∈ Svoid
endspec
Specification 14: NOJUNK(S, F )
However, the above is wrong, because one can show that 〈b,⊥〉 equals to ⊥, due to pointwise extension
(Definition 4.4). In other words, an empty fragment ⊥ empties the entire structure 〈b,⊥〉, which makes the
fixpoint pattern µD. 〈b,⊥〉 also empty. Therefore, both s3 and s4 have an empty carrier set, which is clearly
not intended. To avoid the void sorts propagating their emptiness to the non-void sorts, we separate them
and define the void sorts first. Non-void sorts are then defined like in Example 7.5. This leads us to the
following specification of no-junk.
Definition 7.7. Let (S, F ) be a signature and S = Svoid ∪ Snonvoid, where Svoid includes void sorts and
Snonvoid = {s1, . . . , sn} includes non-void sorts. We define NOJUNK(S, F ) in Specification 14, abbreviated
NOJUNK(F ), where s, si, s
j
i , . . . are used to range over the sorts in S.
(No Junk Void) defines the carrier sets of void sorts to be empty. (No Junk Non-Void) defines the carrier sets of
non-void sorts [[s1]], . . . , [[sn]] simultaneously, using one fixpoint pattern µD. 〈· · ·〉, in which the ith component
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a disjunction pattern over all operations whose return sort is si applied to the projections
of D that correspond to the apporpriate argument sorts. For brevity, we refer to both (No Junk Void) and
(No Junk Non-Void) as simply (No Junk).
Lemma 7.8. For M  NOJUNK(S, F ), the derived algebra A = α(M) satisfies no-junk. Specifically, for
any s ∈ S and a ∈ As, there exists a ground term ta ∈ TF,s such that eval(ta) = a (see Remark 3.6).
7.3 Capturing Term Algebras: No-Junk + No-Confusion
The specification TERMALGEBRA(S, F ) of term algebras, abbreviated TERMALGEBRA(F ), is obtained by
simply importing NOJUNK(S, F ) and NOCONFUSION(S, F ).
Theorem 7.9. For M  TERMALGEBRA(F ), the derived algebra α(M) is the term algebra TF .
Remark 7.10. [Malc’ev, 1936] shows a complete FOL axiomatization of term algebras based on the same
no-junk and no-confusion characterizations; see also [Kovács et al., 2017]. Since FOL has no direct support
for fixpoints or induction, the no-confusion part is actually weaker, and only requires all elements to be built
from the operations (to see why it is weaker, consider real numbers, where each real number r is built from
succ on r′ for r′ = r−1). The FOL axiomatization is a complete theory, meaning that for any FOL sentence
ϕ, either ϕ or ¬ϕ can be proved. By the completeness of FOL deduction, it is decidable to determine whether
FOL sentences are valid in term algebras.
This classic complete FOL axiomatization of term algebras is (understandably) weaker than our result.
First, it does not precisely capture the term algebras in terms of models: indeed it allows arbitrarily large
models due to the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem [Löwenheim, 1915]. Second, it is not extensible: it requires
that all operations are constructors with no underlying axioms, so one cannot take the complete axiomatiza-
tion of constructors zero and succ, and extend it with two defined functions plus and mult with their Peano
axioms, and obtain a complete axiomatization of natural numbers with addition and multiplication—the
completeness is lost during extension. In contrast, the matching logic specification TERMALGEBRA(F ) cap-
tures precisely term algebras semantically, and its extensibility is what allows us to define equational axioms
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spec INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E)
Imports: TERMALGEBRA(S, F )
Symbols: Eq, idRel , converseRel , composeRel , congRel
Notations:
ϕ1 ⊂∼ ϕ2 ≡ ∀x1. x1 ∈ ϕ1 → ∃x2. x2 ∈ ϕ2. 〈x1, x2〉 ∈ Eq
ϕ1 ' ϕ2 ≡ ϕ1 ⊂∼ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ2 ⊂∼ ϕ1
R−1 ≡ converseRel R




s∈S ∃x:s. 〈x, x〉
(Converse) R−1 = ∃x.∃y. 〈y, x〉 ∧ (〈x, y〉 ∈ R)
(Composition) R1 ◦R2 = ∃x.∃y.∃z. 〈x, z〉 ∧ (〈x, y〉 ∈ R1 ∧ 〈y, z〉 ∈ R2)
(Congruence) congRel R =
∨
f∈Fs1...sn,s




(Equivalence) Eq = µR. idRel ∨R−1 ∨ (R ◦R) ∨ (congRel R) ∨
∨
(∀V . t=t′)∈E ∃V . 〈t, t′〉
endspec
Specification 15: INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E)
constraining the operations and to capture initial E-algebras for an equational specification E, discussed in
Section 8.
8 Capturing Initial E-Algebras
Previously, we showed how to capture term algebras, which are initial E-algebras when E = ∅. In this
section, we show how to capture initial E-algebras in general, axiomatically in matching logic. We take the
specification TERMALGEBRA(F ) that captures the term algebra TF and define on top of it the congruence
relation 'E ; see Section 3.4. The resulting specification, denoted INITIALALGEBRA(F,E), defines the term
algebra TF and the congruence relation 'E over terms, and thus captures the quotient term algebra TF/E ,
i.e., the initial E-algebra (Theorem 3.20).
Let (S, F,E) be an equational specification. The congruence relation 'E is the smallest relation that
includes the identity relation and all instances of the equations in E, and is closed under converse, composi-
tion, and congruence w.r.t. all operations in F . Therefore, it can be axiomatically defined by the µ-binder
and fixpoint patterns. In matching logic, a binary relation R can be represented by a pattern that is matched
by the pairs of all elements that are in relation R. This inspires the following definition, where we use a
symbol Eq to capture the congruence relation1 'E .
Definition 8.1. Let (S, F,E) be an equational specification. We define INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E) in Spec-
ification 15, abbreviated INITIALALGEBRA(F,E) or INITIALALGEBRA(E).
INITIALALGEBRA(E) firstly defines several operations and notations for dealing with (binary) relations.
Intuitively, idRel is the identity relation on the elements in the carrier sets of sorts in S. R−1 and R1 ◦ R2
are the converse of R and composition of R1 and R2, respectively. congRel R is the relation obtained by
propagating R through all the operations in F . The last axiom (Equivalence) defines Eq as the smallest relation
R that includes idRel , is closed under converse, composition, and congruence, and includes all equations in
E. Finally, we write ϕ1 ⊂∼ ϕ2 to mean that ϕ1 is included in ϕ2 modulo the relation Eq , and ϕ1 ' ϕ2 to
mean that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the same modulo relation Eq .
The following theorem states that Eq indeed captures the congruence relation 'E .
1Alternatively, we could have defined Eq as a sort inhabited by the pairs in 'E with constructors the equations in E,
identities, converse, and composition. This would allow us to use Eq in sort constructors (pairs, tuples, functions) similarly to
how identity types are used in higher inductive types [Kaposi et al., 2019; Fiore et al., 2020]. This is left as future work.
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Theorem 8.2. For any M  INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E), the derived model α(M) is exactly the term algebra
TF (Theorem 7.9). Then, the interpretation EqM is a binary relation over ground terms in TF , and we have
that (t, t′) ∈ EqM iff t'E t′ for all t, t′ ∈ TF , where 'E is defined in Proposition 3.15.
Thus, EqM is exactly the congruence relation 'M . This naturally leads us to the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3. Under the conditions and notations in Theorem 8.2, we define β(M) as the EqM -quotient
algebra of α(M). Then, β(M) is exactly the quotient term algebra TF/E.
Note that for a model M  INITIALALGEBRA(F,E), we have defined two model transformations: α
(Definition 6.2) and β (Theorem 8.3). α(M) gives us the term algebra TF , where equations in E are ignored.
β(M) builds upon α(M) by taking the quotient algebra w.r.t. the congruence relation EqM . It is important
to note that the equality t = t′ in M (recall that equality is defined in Specification 2) always means the true
equality between the ground terms t and t′, and not the 'E-equivalence relation. One can see that clearly
from Lemma 7.3, which states that M  t = t′ iff t and t′ are syntactically the same terms. To refer to the
'E-equivalence relation, one should use t' t′, which is defined as a notation in Specification 15. In fact, the
following theorem shows that t' t′ captures precisely the equality in the quotient term algebra TF/E :
Theorem 8.4. Let M  INITIALALGEBRA(F,E) and TF/E be the quotient term algebra. Then for any
ground or non-ground equations ∀V . t = t′, we have TF/E Alg ∀V . t = t′ iff M  ∀V . t' t′.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorems 8.2 and 8.3. Note that a non-ground equation holds iff it
holds under all valuations of variables, which is then guaranteed by Theorem 8.2.
Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 are important for various reasons. First, they show that the matching logic theory
INITIALALGEBRA(E) captures precisely the initial E-algebra semantics, for any E. Second, they establish a
semantic equivalence between validity in initial E-algebra and matching logic validity in INITIALALGEBRA(E).
Third, they suggest that we can use the proof system of matching logic to prove, within specification
INITIALALGEBRA(E), equations/patterns of the form ∀V . t' t′. By the soundness of matching logic (Theo-
rem 4.13) all proved equations are valid in initial E-algebras, that is, INITIALALGEBRA(E) ` ∀V . t't′ implies
TF/E Alg ∀V . t = t′. Consequently, matching logic provides a formal initial algebra reasoning framework.
We illustrate it in Section 9.
9 Inductive Reasoning in Initial Algebra using Matching Logic
Initial algebra semantics reasoning asks what truths about the initial (E-)algebras we can prove, and how.
By Theorem 3.11, we know that all valid ground equations of an initial algebra can be recursively enumerated
by the complete equational proof system (Definition 3.10), but not for non-ground equations, of which the
problem is Π02-complete [Subrahmanyam, 1990]. Hence, one cannot hope to have any automated procedure
to prove and/or disprove all equations in initial algebras.
Initial algebra reasoning is (almost) a synonym for induction. The application of various inductive tech-
niques in formal verification of programs flourished in the 1960s [Burstall, 1969; McCarthy, 1963; Cooper,
1966; Mccarthy and Painter, 1967; Burstall, 1968; Painter, 1967; Kaplan, 1967]. Later, it was discovered that
initiality, or more precisely, the no-junk property (Theorem 3.22), is what powers induction and induction-
based proof techniques in the initial algebra semantics [Meseguer and Goguen, 1985, Proposition 16]. Intu-
itively, an algebra A is no-junk means all elements in A can be represented by some terms, that is, the unique
morphism fA : TF/E → A from the initial algebra (quotient term algebra) TF/E to A is surjective. Since
TF/E is constructed inductively based on terms, it enjoys inductive reasoning, which can then be “mapped”
to A through the unique morphism fA, whose surjectivity guarantees that all elements in A are covered
by the induction. Since then, various induction principles have been adopted as alternative equivalents of
initiality; see, e.g., [Meseguer and Goguen, 1985, Section 4.4] and derived practical implementations and
tools [Clavel et al., 2020].
In matching logic, no-junk is captured by one axiom (No Junk) using a fixpoint pattern (Section 7.2). The
matching logic proof system also has one proof rule, (Knaster-Tarski) that is dedicated to fixpoint reasoning
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(Section 4.4). In this section, we will show how induction in initial algebra reduces to matching logic
proofs that make use of the proof rule (Knaster-Tarski) together with the axiom (No Junk), and inductive proof
techniques become matching logic proof heuristics.
We illustrate the above by means of an example. Let us consider the set of natural numbers defined as
the initial algebra of operations {zero, succ}, and then let us define an operation plus for addition, using the
two (Peano) axioms ENat = {∀x :Nat . plus(x, zero)' x, ∀x, y :Nat . plus(x, succ(y))' succ(plus(x, y))}. Our
goal is to prove that zero is also the left identity of plus, that is:
∀y :Nat . plus(zero, y)' y (†)
Firstly, we point out a known fact that (†) does not hold in all algebras that validate the Peano axioms.
As a counterexample, consider an algebra with only two elements {0, ?}, where zero is interpreted as 0, succ
is interpreted as the identity function on {0, ?}, and plus is interpreted as the first projection (i.e., returns its
first argument). The reader is encouraged to check that both equations in ENat hold, but Eq. (†) does not.
The property holds, as expected, if we impose the additional initial algebra semantics requirement. However,
by default initial algebra semantics makes no distinction between so-called “constructors” and “defined
functions”, treating them uniformly as operations/constructors. In practice, this results in unnecessarily
tedious inductive proofs, where an induction case is needed for each operation, be it an intended constructor
or not. It is the equations that make some operations “defined” in terms of the “constructors”, which
leads to simpler and more intuitive proofs. In our case here, a usual inductive proof of (†) using the initial
algebra approach involves the following three steps: (1) prove that plus is well-defined on natural numbers
constructed with zero and succ; (2) apply structural induction on (†) using only the constructors zero and
succ; and (3) prove the generated sub-goals, respectively.
Step (1) requires us to show that all ground instances of plus(x, y) equal to the terms that are built from
zero and succ only, so the axioms of plus indeed cover all cases and does not effectively create new ground
terms. A common technique for such proofs is to observe that the two axioms/equations of plus, when
oriented from left to right, become rewrite rules that always reduce the size of the sub-terms whose top-level
operation is plus. Thus, the rewriting process for any ground term with plus will terminate at a canonical
representation without plus, and thus plus is indeed well-defined. This effective approach to proving the
well-definedness of an operation w.r.t. some equations goes back to [Jouannaud and Kounalis, 1989], and
developed and improved in [Meseguer, 2012; Hendrix et al., 2006; Hendrix and Meseguer, 2007; Rocha and
Meseguer, 2010; Hendrix, 2008; Comon et al., 2007] among many others, and has been implemented as a key
feature of Maude [Clavel et al., 2020].
Step (2) applies structural induction on the variable y in (†) and yields the following two cases:
plus(zero, zero)' zero (3)
∀z :Nat . (plus(zero, z)' z)→ (plus(zero, succ(z))' succ(z)) (4)
where (3) is often called the base case and (4) the induction step, meaning that its premise is exactly the
original proof goal (†) and the conclusion is (†) but is applied by another succ. Finally, Step (3) simply
proves (3) and (4) by standard equational reasoning, and we omit the details here.
The main inductive steps in the above proof are Steps (1) and (2), and there, the key is to show that
zero and succ are the real and only constructors of natural numbers while plus is a (well-defined) function on
the natural numbers. Without this observation, the initial algebra semantics induction principle in Step (2)
will generate three cases, with an additional case for plus, making the proof much more complicated and
challenging, as illustrated in [Comon, 2001, Section 2.4]. In practice, tools for inductive theorem proving using
equational specifications have built-in support for users to declare certain operations as constructors and
the rest as defined functions, following one (or both) of two aesthetically different but ultimately equivalent
approaches:
1. A specification declares a sub-signature of constructors; Maude [Clavel et al., 2020] and proof assistants
such as Coq [Coq Team, 2020] support this approach.
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2. A sub-specification including only constructors is defined and then imported in a “protected” mode
by a module system to the larger specification; OBJ [Goguen et al., 2000], CafeOBJ [Diaconescu and
Futatsugi, 1998], and Maude [Clavel et al., 2020] support this approach.
In both cases, initiality is defined only for constructors and well-definedness needs to be proved for all defined
functions. Both cases are extensions to the vanilla equational specifications that we defined in Section 3,
where (1) adds constructor signatures and (2) adds a module system.
What is not an extension is the following axiomatic methodology offered by matching logic, where the
statement that {zero, succ} forms a constructor set can be expressed by a pattern/predicate and formally
proved as a theorem of the matching logic specification INITIALALGEBRA(ENat):
Theorem 9.1. INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` (µD. zero ∨ succ(D) ∨ plus(D,D))︸ ︷︷ ︸
equals to [[Nat]] by axiom (No Junk)
' (µD. zero ∨ succ(D)).
Intuitively, it states that the smallest set generated by {zero, succ, plus} is indeed the same as the smallest
set generated by {zero, succ}, modulo the axioms in ENat . We then know that {zero, succ} forms a construc-
tor set and that plus is well-defined, precisely because it adds no new terms to the sort Nat . Therefore, we
accomplished Step (1) in the above-mentioned common inductive proof using only matching logic reasoning.
We emphasize that Theorem 9.1 is proved within the logic as an ordinary pattern at the object-level, using
the proof system in Section 4.4, which requires no reasoning outside the formal system. This is in sharp
contrast to the classical initial algebra semantics approaches to select an induction basis, such as [Jouannaud
and Kounalis, 1989].
Next, we illustrate how to do the initial algebra inductive reasoning described above using fixpoint
patterns and the (Knaster-Tarski) rule of matching logic. The idea is to derive proof goal Eq. (†) to an
equivalent form where the LHS is a fixpoint pattern so we can apply (Knaster-Tarski). Specifically, let Ψ ≡
∃y :Nat . y ∧ (plus(zero, y)' y) be the pattern matched by the natural numbers y that satisfy Eq. (†), that
is, plus(zero, y)' y. Then, we have the following reasoning steps:
INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` ∀y :Nat . plus(zero, y)' y iff
INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` [[Nat ]]→ Ψ iff
INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` (µD. zero ∨ succ(D))→ Ψ if
INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` zero → Ψ and INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` succ(Ψ)→ Ψ iff
INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` plus(zero, zero)' zero
and INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` ∀y :Nat . (plus(zero, y)' y)→ (plus(zero, succ(y))' succ(y))
which then restore the usual structural induction as shown in Eqs. (3)-(4).
In conclusion, the matching logic specification INITIALALGEBRA(E) not only precisely defines the initial
E-algebra semantics (Theorem 8.3), but also yields inductive reasoning in it. The matching logic proof system
in Section 4.4 only includes the most basic fixpoint rules based on (Knaster-Tarski), and yet it provides support
to do structural induction and also constructor analysis, together with the axioms in INITIALALGEBRA(E).
Therefore, our proposed specification INITIALALGEBRA(E) is interesting in terms of both models/semantics
and formal (inductive) reasoning.
10 Extensions
So far, we have discussed how the standard, many-sorted initial algebra semantics is captured by matching
logic. In this section, we apply the same methodology to various extensions. We do not have space to
consider all variants of initial algebra listed in Section 3.5, so we only focus on three of them which are
known to be both practical and challenging: (1) parametric specifications, where signatures and axioms
are parameterized and can have many instances (e.g., parametric lists PList〈s〉); (2) order-sorted algebras
(OSA), where sorts are associated with an additional subsorting relation that enforces the corresponding
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inclusion relations between carrier sets (e.g., Nat is a subsort of Int); and (3) simultaneous inductive-recursive
definitions, where the carrier sets of sorts and their constructors are inductively defined at the same time.
We will discuss these extensions using examples. The reader will notice how simple and natural the resulting
matching logic specifications are. We use these examples to make the point that matching logic provides a
simple, powerful, and extensible framework for defining and reasoning about initial algebra semantics.
10.1 Parametric Equational Specifications
Here we discuss specifications with (sort) parameters. For example, the specification of parametric lists is
({s,PList}, {nil ∈ Fε,PList , cons ∈ FsPList,PList}, ∅), where s is a sort parameter, PList constructs the sort
of lists over base sort s, nil and cons are the constructors of PList , and there are no axioms. Parameter
s can be instantiated to any sort. Therefore, this parametric specification is a “recipe” telling how to take
an instance of parameter s and turn it into an instance of lists over s. In general, parameters need not be
restricted to sorts (can include operations or even a whole specification).
spec PLIST
Imports: PRELUDE
Symbols: PList ,nil , cons
Notations:
PList〈s〉 ≡ PList s
nil〈s〉 ≡ nil s
cons〈s〉 ≡ cons s
Axioms: // all axioms are quantified by “∀s:Sort”
(PList Sort) PList〈s〉:Sort
(PList Nil) nil〈s〉:PList〈s〉
(PList Cons) cons〈s〉:s⊗ PList〈s〉 →○ PList〈s〉
(No Junk) [[PList〈s〉]] = µL.nil〈s〉 ∨ cons〈s〉([[s]], L)
(No Confusion) ∀x:s. ∀l :PList〈s〉.nil〈s〉 6= cons〈s〉(x, l)




Formally, a parametric specification is a spec-
ification morphism Φ: (SP ,FP ,EP) → (S, F,E)
from a parameter specification (SP ,FP ,EP) to
a parameterized specification (S, F,E). Initial
algebra semantics of Φ is defined using cate-
gory theory, by considering the reduct functor
|Φ :Alg(S, F,E) → Alg(SP ,FP ,EP), whose left
adjoint functor is associated with its free ex-
tension (F(A), ηA :A→ F(A)|Φ) for each A ∈
|Alg(SP ,VP ,EP)|, such that for each B ∈
|Alg(S, F,E)| and % : A → B|Φ, there exists a
unique morphism %̄ : F(A) → B with %̄|Φ ◦ ηA = %,
and the initial semantics of Φ is given by the alge-
bras F(A). Thus, for parametric lists, the parame-
ter specification ({s}, ∅, ∅) has only one sort param-
eter s and the parameterized specification is the one
given at the beginning; the specification morphism
is the inclusion, and the initial semantics is that of
lists freely generated by the set interpreting the sort s; see, e.g., [Bergstra and Klop, 1983; Ehrig et al., 1984].
While making admittedly elegant use of category theory and categorical concepts, the folklore approach
towards parametric specifications is in our view still too complex and likely demotivating for practitioners.
In addition, inductive reasoning is not handled in the core logic, but from the outside, at the categorical
meta-level. After all technical preparation and setup, all is saying is that for any sort s, we have a List
sort with constructors nil and cons, all parametric in s. This can be directly defined in matching logic
in Specification 16, PLIST. We encourage the reader to compare PLIST with TERMALGEBRA(F ), the
specification of (non-parametric) term algebras in Section 7. The only difference is that PLIST allows axioms
to be quantified/parametric by sorts.
10.2 Order-Sorted Algebras
Order-sorted algebra (OSA) extends many-sorted algebra by subsorting and operation overloading ; e.g., we
can define sort Nat to be a subsort of Int , written Nat ≤ Int , and define the operation plus ∈ FNat Nat,Nat ∩
FInt Int,Int as the (overloaded) addition on natural and integer numbers. OSA has many variants; [Goguen and
Diaconescu, 1994] surveyed 13 different variants. Generally speaking, many-sorted initial algebra semantics
can be extended to the order-sorted setting, but subtle technical conditions must be studied carefully, which
are necessary to make the results listed in Section 3 also hold for OSA. We cannot discuss all technical
details, but show at a high level how the two core extensions, subsorting and overloading, can be directly
axiomatized in matching logic.
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Formally, subsorting is a partial ordering on sorts. If s ≤ s′, then it is required that in any algebras, the
carrier sets As ⊆ As′ . Therefore, to capture subsorting, we define the following axiom:
(Subsorting) [[s]] ⊆ [[s′]]
for every s ≤ s′, which states that the carrier set of s is included by the carrier set of s′, as intended
(set inclusion ⊆ is defined as a notation in Specification 2). For operation overloading, let us consider an
overloaded operation f ∈ Fs1...sn,s ∩ Fs′1...s′n,s′ . Thus, f can be applied to arguments of sorts s1, . . . , sn,
and of sorts s′1, . . . , s
′
n, so we define one (Function) axiom in Section 5.4 for every arity of f (i.e., we use one
matching logic symbol f for all overloaded copies/instances of operation f):
(Function.1) f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s (Function.2) f :s′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s′n →○ s′
By extending the specification TERMALGEBRA(F ) of (many-sorted) term algebras in Section 7 with the
above two features, subsorting and overloading, we obtain the matching logic specification that captures
order-sorted term algebras. In Appendix H, we pick one typical OSA variant that is proposed in [Goguen
and Meseguer, 1992] as an example and work out the technical details.
10.3 Simultaneous Inductive-Recursive Definitions
Simultaneous inductive-recursive definitions consist of inductive sets and recursive functions that are induc-
tively defined at the same time. Such definitions are often studied for dependent type systems [Cardelli, 1996;
Martin-Löf, 1975], where the boundary between operations and sort/type constructors begins to blur. The
following is a typical example2 of simultaneous inductive-recursive definitions called distinct-element lists.
It defines a sort DList of natural numbers built from nil and cons, but cons is mutually depended on a
predicate fresh(x, l) that states that number x is not in list l. By mutual dependence, we mean (1) cons will
call fresh to check whether x is in l before it builds the extended list cons(x, l), and (2) fresh is inductively
defined on the lists of DList built from cons.
As we show below, the technique that we use to axiomatically define DList in matching logic is the same
as the one we used to capture mutual recursion in Section 7.2. We can think of fresh as the “constructor”
of a set Fresh that includes the pairs 〈x, l〉 such that fresh(x, l) holds. Then, the two inhabitant sets [[DList ]]
and [[Fresh]] form a mutual recursion and can be axiomatically defined by:
〈[[DList ]], [[Fresh]]〉 = µD. 〈ΦDList ,ΦFresh〉
where ΦDList ≡ nil ∨ ∃x :Nat .∃l. cons(x, l) ∧ l ∈ DDList ∧ 〈x, l〉 ∈ DFresh
ΦFresh ≡ 〈nil , [[Nat ]]〉 ∨ ∃x, y :Nat .∃l. 〈x, cons(y, l)〉 ∧ x 6= y ∧ 〈y, l〉 ∈ DFresh
DDList ≡ proj 1 D
DFresh ≡ proj 2 D
The same technique applies to all simultaneous inductive-recursive definitions we are aware of.
11 Conclusion
We showed that initial algebra semantics can be axiomatized in matching logic: given an equational spec-
ification E, we defined a corresponding matching logic specification INITIALALGEBRA(E) that captures
precisely the initial E-algebras. Then, we showed how to use it to do inductive reasoning in any E using the
fixed matching logic proof system. We discussed the many-sorted setting in detail, and covered three typ-
ical extensions—parametric specifications, order-sorted specifications, and simultaneous inductive-recursive
definitions. In conclusion, we demonstrated that initial E-algebra semantics can be faithfully represented in
matching logic, both theoretically and practically.
2This (artificial) example is described in [Dybjer, 2000, pp. 4], whose author gave the credit to Catarina Coquand.
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A Matching Logic in One Page
The entire metatheory of matching logic is very small and can be put in one page; see Fig. 17.
Signature: a countable set Σ
Variables: two disjoint and countably infinite sets EV and SV
Syntax: ϕ ::= x ∈ EV | X ∈ SV | σ ∈ Σ | ϕ1 ϕ2 | ⊥ | ϕ1 → ϕ2 | ∃x. ϕ | µX.ϕ (if ϕ positive in X)
Model: a nonempty carrier set M ,
an application interpretation • : M ×M → P(M)
a symbol interpretation σM ⊆M for each σ ∈ Σ
Valuation: a function ρ such that ρ(x) ∈M for x ∈ EV and ρ(X) ⊆M for X ∈ SV
Interpretation: a function | |ρ from patterns to subsets of M
|x|ρ = {ρ(x)} |X|ρ = ρ(X)












a∈M |ϕ|ρ[a/x] |µX.ϕ|ρ =
⋂{















(Propositional Tautology) ϕ if ϕ is a tautology over patterns
(Modus Ponens)
ϕ1 ϕ1 → ϕ2
ϕ2
(∃-Quantifier) ϕ[y/x]→ ∃x. ϕ
(∃-Generalization)
ϕ1 → ϕ2
if x 6∈ FV (ϕ2)
(∃x.ϕ1)→ ϕ2
(Propagation⊥) C[⊥]→ ⊥
(Propagation∨) C[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]→ C[ϕ1] ∨ C[ϕ2]












(Singleton) ¬ (C1[x ∧ ϕ] ∧ C2[x ∧ ¬ϕ])
where C[ϕ] denotes the application pattern (ϕ ψ) or (ψ ϕ), for any ψ.
Figure 17: The entire metatheory of matching logic (model theory and proof theory) can be put in one page.
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B Proofs of the Results in Section 4
B.1 Proofs of Propositions 4.6, 4.9, and 4.11
Proposition 4.6. The following propositions hold:
1. |¬ϕ|M,ρ = M \ |ϕ|M,ρ;
2. |ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2|M,ρ = |ϕ1|M,ρ ∪ |ϕ2|M,ρ;
3. |ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2|M,ρ = |ϕ1|M,ρ ∩ |ϕ2|M,ρ;
4. |>|M,ρ = M ;
5. |ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2|M,ρ = M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ 4 |ϕ2|M,ρ);





{A ⊆M | A ⊆ |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X]};
where “4” denotes set symmetric difference.
Proof. The proofs of (1)-(6) can be found in [Chen and Roşu, 2020b, Appendix A.1]. For (7), we have the
following reasoning:
|νX.ϕ|M,ρ = |¬µX.¬ϕ[¬X/X]|M,ρ
= M \ |µX.¬ϕ[¬X/X]|M,ρ
= M \
⋂
{A ⊆M | |¬ϕ[¬X/X]|M,ρ[A/X] ⊆ A}
= M \
⋂
{A ⊆M | (M \A) ⊆ |ϕ[¬X/X]|M,ρ[A/X]}
= M \
⋂
{A ⊆M | (M \A) ⊆ |ϕ|M,ρ[(M\A)/X]}
= M \
⋂
{B ⊆M | B ⊆ |ϕ|M,ρ[B/X]}
=
⋃
{A ⊆M | A ⊆ |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X]}.
Proposition 4.9. For any M  DEFINEDNESS, pattern ϕ, and valuation ρ:
1. daeM = M for every a ∈M , where daeM = defM •̄ {a} and defM is the interpretation of def ;
2. |dϕe|M,ρ = M if |ϕ|M,ρ 6= ∅; otherwise, |dϕe|M,ρ = ∅.
Proof. (1). For any element a ∈ M , we consider an M -valuation ρa such that ρa(x) = a for some variable
x. Since M  ∀x. dxe, we know that M  dxe for all valuations ρ. In particular, we have |dxe|M,ρa =
def M •̄ {a} = M . Therefore, by definition, daeM = M for every a ∈M .
(2). If |ϕ|M,ρ 6= ∅, there exists a ∈ |ϕ|M,ρ. Therefore, by pointwise extension, daeM ⊆ |dϕe|M,ρ. By (1),
daeM = M , so |dϕe|M,ρ = M . If |ϕ|M,ρ = ∅, then by pointwise extension |dϕe|M,ρ = ∅.
Proposition 4.11. For any M  NN, the following properties hold:
1. By axiom (Nat Zero): NM 6= ∅; zeroM is a singleton; and zeroM ⊆ NM ; thus, we can define Mzero ∈ NM
to be the unique element that is in zeroM ;
2. By axiom (Nat Succ): for any m ∈ NM there exists nextm ∈ NM such that succM •̄ {m} = {nextm}; thus,
we can define Msucc : NM → NM to be the unique function such that Msucc(m) = nextm;
3. By axioms (Nat Succ.1) and (Nat Succ.2): Msucc(Mzero) 6= Mzero, and for any m,n ∈ NM , Msucc(m) =
Msucc(n) implies m = n, that is, Msucc is injective;
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4. By axiom (Nat Domain): NM is the set {Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . };
5. Thus, (NM ,Mzero ,Msucc) is the standard model of natural numbers.
Proof. (1). By (Nat Zero), we have M  ∃x. x ∈ N ∧ zero = x. Therefore, there exists a ∈ NM such that
zeroM = {a}. Thus, NM 6= ∅, and zeroM is a singleton.
(2). By (Nat Succ), we have M  ∀x. x ∈ N → ∃y. y ∈ N ∧ succ x = y. Therefore, for all m ∈ NM there
exists nextm ∈ NM , such that succM •̄ {m} = {nextm}, and clearly such nextm is unique. Therefore, the
function Msucc : NM → NM defined by Msucc(m) = nextm for all m ∈ NM is indeed well-defined.
(3). The conclusion holds trivially.
(4). We verify that the set {Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . }, denoted as N′M for now,
is indeed the least fixpoint of function F : P(M) → P(M) defined by F(A) = zeroM ∪ (succM •̄ A) for all
A ⊆M . Firstly, we verify that N′M is a fixpoint of F as follows:





= {Mzero} ∪ {Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . }
= N′M .
Secondly, we show that any strict subset N0M ( N′M is not a fixpoint of F , and thus N′M is indeed the
least fixpoint of F . Let k ≥ 0 be the smallest k such that Mksucc(Mzero) 6∈ N0M , where Mksucc(Mzero) =
Msucc(Msucc(. . .Msucc︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
(Mzero) . . . )). If k = 0, then Mzero 6∈ N0M , and thus N0M is not a fixpoint of F .
If k > 0, then we have Mk−1succ (Mzero) ∈ N0M but Mksucc(Mzero) 6∈ N0M , which also shows that N0M is
not a fixpoint of F . Therefore, N′M is indeed the least fixpoint of F , and thus we have NM = N′M =
{Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . }.
B.2 Matching Logic Proof System
The proof system of matching logic is shown in Fig. 17, where we draw inspiration from [Chen and Roşu,
2019a, 2020a]. It consists of four modules: FOL reasoning, equational reasoning, fixpoint reasoning, and some
technical rules. Particularly, the fixpoint reasoning module consists of three rules. (Set Variable Substitution)
allows one to substitute any pattern ψ for a set variable X in a (formal) theorem. (PreFixpoint) states that
µX.ϕ is a pre-fixpoint, in the sense that the unfolded pattern ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X] is included by original fixpoint
µX.ϕ. (Knaster-Tarski) is the logical incarnation of the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem.
B.3 Proofs of Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 4.13
Proposition 4.12. Let Γ be any specification. Then, the following propositions hold:
1. Γ ` ϕ, if ϕ is a tautology over patterns;
2. Γ ` ϕ1 and Γ ` ϕ1 → ϕ2 imply Γ ` ϕ2;
3. Γ ` ϕ[y/x]→ ∃x. ϕ;
4. Γ ` ϕ1 → ϕ2 and y 6∈ FV (ϕ2) imply Γ ` (∃y. ϕ1)→ ϕ2;
5. Γ ` ϕ = ϕ;
6. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 and Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ3 imply Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ3;
7. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ1;
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8. Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ψ[ϕ1/x] = ψ[ϕ2/x], known as the Leibniz’s law of equality.
9. Γ ` (µX.ϕ) = ϕ[µX.ϕ/X];
10. Γ ` ϕ[ψ/X]→ ψ implies Γ ` (µX.ϕ)→ ψ; this proof rule is denoted (Knaster-Tarski);
where for (5)-(9) we naturally require that Γ defines equality (Section 4.3.1).
Proof. The proofs of (1)-(8) can be found in [Chen and Roşu, 2020b, Appendix B.3]. (10) is exactly the
proof rule (Knaster-Tarski) in Fig. 17. Therefore, we only need to prove (9), which is equivalent to Γ `
b(µX.ϕ)↔ ϕ[µX.ϕ/X]c. The implication from right to left is the proof rule (PreFixpoint). Therefore, we
only need to prove the other direction: Γ ` (µX.ϕ)→ ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X].
We apply rule (Knaster-Tarski) and obtain the proof goal Γ ` ϕ[(ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X])/X]→ ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X]. Note
that ϕ is positive in X, and thus by frame reasoning (see, e.g., [Chen and Roşu, 2019b, Lemma 89]), we only
need to prove that ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X]→ µX.ϕ, which is proved by (Pre-Fixpoint).
Theorem 4.13. For any Γ and ϕ, we have Γ ` ϕ implies Γ  ϕ.
Proof. We only need to show that all 13 proof rules listed in Fig. 17 are sound. Here we only show the proofs
for the fixpoint reasoning rules, (PreFixpoint) and (Knaster-Tarski), as the rest can be found in [Chen and Roşu,
2020b, Appendix B.3].
For a model M and a valuation ρ, the pattern ϕ defines (w.r.t. X) a monotone function F : P(M) →
P(M) given by F(A) = |ϕ|ρ[A/X]. By the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem, the least fixpoint of F , denoted
µF , is given as:
µF =
⋂
{A ⊆M | F(A) ⊆ A}.
For (PreFixpoint), we have that |ϕ[(µX.ϕ)/X]|M,ρ = |ϕ|M,ρ[(|µX.ϕ|M,ρ)/X] = F(|µX.ϕ|M,ρ) = F(µF), which
equals to µF because it is a fixpoint of F . For (Knaster-Tarski), let us consider any pattern ψ such that
` ϕ[ψ/X]→ ψ. Let B = |ψ|M,ρ, then we have |ϕ[ψ/X]|M,ρ ⊆ B, which implies that F(B) ⊆ B. Therefore,
(Knaster-Tarski) is sound.
C Proofs of the Results in Section 5
Proposition 5.2. The following propositions hold:
1. By (Nat Sort): NatM is a singleton, whose unique element we (ambiguously) denote also as NatM ; then,
NatM ∈MSort ; intuitively, NatM is the interpretation of the sort name Nat in M ;
2. By (Nat): the set MNat equals NM = {Mzero ,Msucc(Mzero),Msucc(Msucc(Mzero)), . . . }, which was
defined in Proposition 4.11; intuitively, MNat is the inhabitant set of Nat in M ;
3. Following the same reasoning in Proposition 4.11, we can define functions Mplus ,Mmult : MNat ×
MNat →MNat , such that plusM •̄ {m} •̄ {n} = {Mplus(m,n)} and multM •̄ {m} •̄ {n} = {Mmult(m,n)},
for all m,n ∈MNat ; that is, they capture the addition and multiplication functions.
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (3) follow the same idea as the proof of Proposition 4.11, and (2) follows directly
from Proposition 4.11.
Proposition 5.3. Under the above conditions and notations, the following properties hold:
1. By (Pair Sort): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , PairM •̄ {s1} •̄ {s2} is a singleton, whose (unique) element we denote
s1 ⊗M s2; then we have s1 ⊗M s2 ∈MSort ; intuitively, s1 ⊗M s2 is the pair sort of s1 and s2;
2. By (Pair): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , x1 ∈Ms1 , and x2 ∈Ms2 , pairM •̄{x1}•̄{x2} is a singleton, whose (unique)
element we denote 〈x1, x2〉M ; then we have 〈x1, x2〉M ∈Ms1⊗Ms2 ;
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3. Like in Propositions 4.3.2 and 5.1.1, let Mfst : Ms1⊗Ms2 → Ms1 and Msnd : Ms1⊗Ms2 → Ms2 be such
that fstM •̄ {y} = {Mfst(y)} and sndM •̄ {y} = {Msnd(y)}, for any s1, s2 ∈MSort and y ∈Ms1⊗Ms2 ;
4. By (Pair Fst/Snd/Inj): for s1, s2 ∈MSort , x1, y1 ∈Ms1 , and x2, y2 ∈Ms2 , we have Mfst(〈x1, x2〉M ) = x1,
Msnd(〈x1, x2〉M ) = x2, and 〈x1, x2〉M = 〈y1, y2〉M implies xi = yi, (i = 1, 2);
5. Ms1⊗Ms2 = {〈x1, x2〉M | x1 ∈Ms1 , x2 ∈Ms2};
6. Then, Ms1⊗Ms2 is exactly the Cartesian product Ms1 ×Ms2 of Ms1 and Ms2 , for s1, s2 ∈MSort .
Proof. The proofs of (1)-(3) are the same as the proof of Proposition 4.11 and (4) follows directly from
the axioms and Proposition 4.6. (5) follows directly from the axiom (Pair Domain), and (6) follows from the
bijection function i : Ms1 ×Ms2 →Ms1⊗s2 , defined by i(x1, x2) = 〈x1, x2〉M for all x1 ∈Ms1 and x2 ∈Ms2 .
The injectivity of i is guaranteed by axiom (Pair Injectivity) and the surjectivity of i is guaranteed by axiom
(Pair Domain).
Proposition 5.5. The following holds for any n ≥ 0:
PRELUDE ` ∀s1, . . . , sn :Sort . (f : s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s)→ (∀x1 :s1. . . .∀xn :sn. f(x1, . . . , xn):s)
Proof. Recall that f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s is sugar for ∃g :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s ∧ f = g (see Definition 5), and the
latter further desugars to ∃g. (g ∈ s1⊗· · ·⊗sn →○s)∧f = g. By FOL reasoning, we have f ∈ s1⊗· · ·⊗sn →○s,
and by axiom (Function Domain), we have the intended property ∀x1 :s1. . . .∀xn :sn. f(x1, . . . , xn):s.
Proposition 5.7. Let SPEC be a specification that imports PRELUDE and includes the above axiom (Function)
for a symbol f . Then f yields a function Mf : Ms1 × · · · ×Msn →Ms in any M  SPEC.
Proof. The proof follows the same idea as the proof of Proposition 4.11. Due to the importance of this
proposition, we re-state the proof as follows.
Let fM be the interpretation of f in M . For each sort t ∈ {s1, . . . , sn, s}, let tM be its interpretation
and Mt = inhM •̄ tM be the inhabitant set of t in M . Then, for any xi ∈ Msi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the set
fM •̄ {〈x1, . . . , xn〉M} is a singleton, whose (unique) element we denote Mf (x1, . . . , xn). Thus, f yields a
function Mf : Ms1 × · · · ×Msn →Ms.
Note that axiom (Function) also enforces the interpretation fM of the symbol f in M to be a singleton,
containing exactly the “function object”. This fact is not needed to prove the subsequent results, so we do
not state it in the above proposition, but it helps to build the intuition for the matching logic specification
of functions.
D Proofs of the Results in Section 6
Here, we study the matching logic specifications ALGEBRA(S, F ) of F -algebras, and also the matching logic
specifications EQSPEC(S, F,E) of E-algebras. In Appendix D.1, we show the construction of the standard
matching logic models of ALGEBRA(S, F ). In Appendix D.2, we study the semantic equivalence between the
matching logic models and the derived algebras. In Appendix D.3, we capture the equivalence relation using
institution comorphisms, a categorical notion for logic embeddings developed in [Goguen and Rosu, 2002].
D.1 Standard Models of ALGEBRA(S, F )
Throughout this section, we assume and fix an (arbitrary) many-sorted signature (S, F ) and an (S, F )-
algebra A. We will construct a corresponding matching logic model M , which we call the standard model
(w.r.t. A). Intuitively, M interprets the carrier sets of sorts s ∈ S the same as A, and interprets operations
the same as the operation interpretations of A. Our goal is to prove that the model transformation α is
essentially surjective (Theorem 6.5). As said before, the most technically tedious work is to construct the
nested pair and function sorts defined in Section 5 when we construct the standard model M .
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D.1.1 A Summary of ALGEBRA(S, F )
For representational purpose, we show the entire specification ALGEBRA(S, F ) in one place in Fig. 18, where
all imported specifications are expanded inline. We omit notation definitions for simplicity.
spec ALGEBRA(S, F )
Symbols: def , inh,Sort ,N,Nat , zero, succ, plus,mult ,NzNat ,Pair , pair , fst , snd , proj ,Function




(Nat Zero) ∃x. x ∈ N ∧ zero = x
(Nat Succ) ∀x. x ∈ N→ ∃y. y ∈ N ∧ succ x = y
(Nat Succ.1) succ zero 6= zero
(Nat Succ.2) ∀x.∀y. x ∈ N ∧ y ∈ N→ succ x = succ y → x = y
(Nat Domain) N = µD. zero ∨ succ D
(Nat Sort) Nat :Sort
(Nat) [[Nat ]] = N
(Nat Plus.1) ∀x:Nat . plus x zero = x
(Nat Plus.2) ∀x, y :Nat . plus x (succ y) = succ (plus x y)
(Nat Mult.1) ∀x:Nat .mult x zero = zero
(Nat Mult.2) ∀x, y :Nat .mult x (succ y) = plus x (mult x y)
(NzNat Sort) NzNat :Sort
(NzNat) [[NzNat ]] = succ [[Nat ]]
(Pair Sort) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . (s1 ⊗ s2):Sort
(Pair) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. 〈x1, x2〉 :(s1 ⊗ s2)
(Pair Fst) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. fst 〈x1, x2〉 = x1
(Pair Snd) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. snd 〈x1, x2〉 = x2
(Pair Inj) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1, y1 :s1. ∀x2, y2 :s2. 〈x1, x2〉 = 〈y1, y2〉 → x1 = x2 ∧ y1 = y2
(Pair Domain) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . [[s1 ⊗ s2]] = 〈[[s1]], [[s2]]〉
(Proj First) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. (proj 1 〈x1, x2〉) = x1
(Proj Rest) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀x1 :s1.∀x2 :s2. ∀n:NzNat . (proj (succ n) 〈x1, x2〉) = proj n x2
(Function Sort) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . (s1 →○ s2):Sort
(Function Domain) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . [[s1 →○ s2]] = ∃f. f ∧ (∀x:s1. (f x):s2)
(Function Ext) ∀s1, s2 :Sort . ∀f, g :s1→○s2. (∀x:s1. f x = g x)→ f = g
(Unit Sort) Unit :Sort
(Unit) unit :Unit
(Unit Domain) [[Unit ]] = unit
(Unit Identity) ∀s:Sort .∀x:s. (x unit) = x
(Sort) s:Sort for each s ∈ S
(Function) f :s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s
(Signature Operation) [[SigOps]] =
∨
f∈F f
(Signature ArgTuple) [[SigArgs]] =
∨
f∈Fs1...sn,s
[[s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn]]
endspec
Figure 18: The entire matching logic specification ALGEBRA(S, F ) is shown in one place; the specification
INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E) of initial algebras is extended by axiom (No Junk); axiom (No Confusion); and axioms that
define the E-equivalence classes like in Section 8, which can also fit in one page.
D.1.2 Constructing the Carrier Set of M
At a high level, the carrier set M includes both the regular elements and elements that represent sort names,
functions, operations, and predicates. We first introduce some definitions and notations.
Definition D.1. For a finite set S of sets, we define S∗ as the smallest set such that:
1. S ⊆ S∗;
2. S1 × S2 ∈ S∗ if S1, S2 ∈ S∗.
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Therefore, S∗ is the smallest set that includes S and is closed under the Cartesian product/square.
Definition D.2. For a finite set SortName whose elements we call sort names, we define SortName∗ as the
smallest set that satisfies the following conditions:
1. SortName ⊆ SortName∗;
2. s⊗ s′ ∈ SortName∗, if s, s′ ∈ SortName;
3. s →○ s′ ∈ SortName∗, if s, s′ ∈ SortName.
Therefore, SortName∗ is the smallest set that includes SortName and is closed under the construction of
pair and function sorts.
Recall that we have assumed and fixed an (S, F )-algebra A at the beginning of the section. The carrier sets
of A are denoted As for each sort s ∈ S, and operation interpretations are denoted Af : Ms1×· · ·×Msn →Ms
for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s.
Definition D.3. Let M be the disjoint union of the following sets:
1. {#def,#inh,#Sort,#Nat,#zsucc,#plus,#mult,#NzNat,#Pair,#pair,#fst,#snd,#proj,#Function,
#Unit,#unit,#SigOps,#SigArgs}, which include distinguished elements used to interpret the cor-
responding symbols in ALGEBRA(S, F );
2. {#s | s ∈ S}, where #s is used to interpret the sort name s;
3. N, which is the set of natural numbers N = {0, 1, 2, . . . };
4. As, for each s ∈ S;
5. each set in S∗, where S = {N,N>0} ∪ {As | s ∈ S};
6. SortName∗, where SortName = {#Nat,#NzNat,#Unit} ∪ {#s | s ∈ S};
7. the set of functions [As1 × · · · ×Asn → As] if Fs1...sn,s 6= ∅;
8. {#plus n | n ∈ N}, where #plus n is the partial evaluation result of #plus on n;
9. {#mult n | n ∈ N}, where #mult n is the partial evaluation result of #mult on n;
10. {#pair a | a ∈ S∗}, where #pair a is the partial evaluation result of #pair on a;
11. {#Pair s | s ∈ SortName∗}, where #Pair s is the partial evaluation result of #Pair on s;
12. {#proj n | n ∈ N>0}, where #proj n is the partial evaluation result of #proj on n > 0.
13. {#Function s | s ∈ SortName∗}, where #Function s is the partial evaluation result of #Function
on s.
Here we finish the construction of the carrier set M .
D.1.3 Defining Symbol Interpretation in M
Recall that we use σM ⊆M to denote the interpretation of a symbol σ that is defined in ALGEBRA(S, F ).
Definition D.4. We define symbol interpretation in M as follows:
1. def M = {#def};
2. inhM = {#inh};
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3. SortM = {#Sort};
4. NM = N, where N is the set of natural numbers;
5. NatM = {#Nat};
6. zeroM = {0};
7. succM = {#zsucc};
8. plusM = {#plus};
9. multM = {#mult};
10. NzNatM = {#NzNat};
11. PairM = {#Pair};
12. pairM = {#pair};
13. fstM = {#fst};
14. sndM = {#snd};
15. projM = {#proj};
16. FunctionM = {#Function};
17. UnitM = {#Unit};
18. unitM = {#unit};
19. sM = {#s}, for each s ∈ S;
20. fM = {fA}, for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s, where fA : As1 × · · · ×Asn → As is the operation interpretation of
f in the algebra A; note that if Fs1...sn,s 6= ∅, the function space [As1 × · · · ×Asn → As] is included in
M according to Definition D.3(7);
21. SigOpsM = {#SigOps};
22. SigArgsM = {#SigArgs}.
D.1.4 Defining Application Interpretation in M
The application interpretation • : M ×M → P(M) consists of three main parts: (1) the result of applying
#def to all elements; (2) the result of applying #inh to sorts; (3) the (partial) evaluation results of applying
functions to their arguments.
Definition D.5. Let S∗ and SortName∗ be defined like in Definition D.3(5,6). We define the application
interpretation function • : M ×M →M as follows:
1. #def • a = M , for all a ∈M ;
2. #inh • #Sort = SortName∗, where SortName∗ is defined in Definition D.3(6);
3. #inh • #Nat = N;
4. #inh • #NzNat = N>0;
5. #inh • #Unit = {#unit};
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6. #inh • #s = As;
7. #zsucc • n = {n+ 1}, for each n ∈ N;
8. #plus • n = {#plus n}, for each n ∈ N;
9. (#plus n) •m = {n+m}, for each m,n ∈ N;
10. #mult • n = {#mult n}, for each n ∈ N;
11. (#mult n) •m = {mn}, for each m,n ∈ N;
12. #Pair • s = {#Pair s}, for each s ∈ SortName∗;
13. (#Pair s) • s′ = {s⊗ s′}, for each s, s′ ∈ SortName∗;
14. #pair • a = {#pair a}, for each a ∈ S∗;
15. (#pair a) • b = {(a, b)}, for each a, b ∈ S∗;
16. #fst • (a, b) = {a}, for each a, b ∈ S∗;
17. #snd • (a, b) = {b}, for each a, b ∈ S∗;
18. #proj • n = {#proj n}, for each n ∈ N>0;
19. (#proj i) • (a1, . . . , ai, . . . , an) = ai, for i > 0 and a1, . . . , an ∈ S∗;
20. #inh • (s⊗ s′) = (#inh • s)× (#inh • s′), for each s, s′ ∈ SortName∗;
21. #Function • s = {#Function s}, for each s ∈ SortName∗;
22. (#Function s) • s′ = {s →○ s′}, for each s, s′ ∈ SortName∗;
23. #inh • (s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn →○ s′) = [As1 × · · · ×Asn → As′ ], if Fs1...sn,s 6= ∅; see Definition D.3(7);
24. #inh • #Unit = {#unit};
25. a • #unit = a, for each a ∈ S∗;
26. f • (a1, . . . , an) = f(a1, . . . , an), if Fs1...sn,s 6= ∅, f : As1 × · · · × Asn → As, and ai ∈ Asi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n; in
this case, the function space [As1 × · · · ×Asn → As] is included in M according to Definition D.3(7);
27. if none of the above applies, we define a • b = ∅ for a, b ∈M .
The above definition, although long, is a straightforward description of the behaviors of the definedness
symbol def , the inhabitant symbol inh, sort constructors, and (many-sorted) functions, and therefore has
(almost) nothing smart. The only smart thing is the optimization in rule (23), where we only define the
inhabitant sets for the function sorts that are indeed in the signature F . For the other (infinitely many)
function sorts, we define their inhabitant sets to be empty. This is possible because unlike the pair sort, the
function sort has no constructors, so its inhabitants can be freely determined by the model M .
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D.1.5 Verifying the Axioms
There are 32 axioms in specification ALGEBRA(S, F ); see Fig. 18. We verify that the model M previously
constructed indeed validate these axioms. The verification, listed below, is straightforward.
(Definedness). We have {#def} • {a} = M for any a ∈M .
(Nat Zero). Recall that NM = N is the set of natural numbers. Thus, we have 0 ∈ N and by definition,
|0|M = {0}.
(Nat Succ). For any n ∈ N, there exists m = n+ 1 such that #zsucc • n = {n+ 1} = {m}.
(Nat Succ.1). By definition, #zsucc • 0 = {1} 6= {0}.
(Nat Succ.2). For any m,n ∈ N such that #zsucc •m = #zsucc • n, we have {m+ 1} = {n+ 1}, and thus
m = n.
(Nat Domain). This has been proved in Proposition 4.11.
(Nat Sort). We have #Nat ∈ #inh • #Sort by definition.
(Nat). We have #inh • #Nat = N by definition.
(Nat Plus.1). For any n ∈ N, we have {#plus} •̄ {n} •̄ {0} = {n+ 0} = {n}.
(Nat Plus.2). For any m,n ∈ N, we have {#plus} •̄ {n} •̄ ({#zsucc} •̄ {m}) = {n + m + 1} = {#zsucc} •̄
({#plus} •̄ {n} •̄ {m}).
(Nat Mult.1). For any n ∈ N, we have {#mult} •̄ {n} •̄ {0} = {0}.
(Nat Mult.2). For any m,n ∈ N, we have {#mult} •̄ {n} •̄ ({#zsucc} •̄ {m}) = {nm + n} = {#mult} •̄ {n} •̄
({#plus} •̄ {n} •̄ {m}).
(NzNat Sort). We have #NzNat ∈ #inh • #Sort by definition.
(NaNat). We have #inh • #NzNat = N>0 = {#zsucc} •̄ N.
Recall that we use SortName∗ = #inh •#Sort to denote the set of sort names in M ; see Definition D.3(6)
and Definition D.5(2).
(Pair Sort). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗, we have s1 ⊗ s2 ∈ SortName∗ by definition.
(Pair). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi ∈Msi for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have (x1, x2) ∈Ms1⊗s2 = Ms1 ×Ms2 ,
by definition.
(Pair Fst). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi ∈ Msi for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have #fst • (x1, x2) = {x1} by
definition.
(Pair Snd). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi ∈ Msi for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have #snd • (x1, x2) = {x2} by
definition.
(Pair Inj). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi, yi ∈ Msi for i ∈ {1, 2} such that (x1, x2) = (y1, y2), we
have x1 = y1 and x2 = y2.
(Pair Domain). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗, we have Ms1⊗s2 = Ms1 ×Ms2 = {(x1, x2) | x1 ∈ Ms1 , x2 ∈
Ms2}, by definition.
(Proj First). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi ∈Msi for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have {#proj} •̄{1} •̄{(x1, x2)} = x1
by definition.
(Proj Rest). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and xi ∈ Msi for i ∈ {1, 2}, and any n ≥ 1, we have {#proj} •̄
{n+ 1} •̄ {(x1, x2)} = {#proj} •̄ {n} •̄ {x2} if x2 is a pair (note that tuples are just nested pairs); Otherwise,
both equal to ∅.
(Function Sort). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗, we have s1 →○ s2 ∈ SortName∗ by definition.
(Function Domain). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ (where s1 could be a pair/tuple sort, or the unit sort
Unit), if Fs1,s2 6= ∅ then we have Ms1→○s2 = [Ms1 → Ms2 ], by definition, then for each f : Ms1 → Ms2 and
any x ∈ Ms1 , we have f(x) ∈ Ms2 . On the other hand, if Fs1,s2 = ∅, then Ms1→○s2 = ∅ by definition, and
the axiom holds because there are no functions in Ms1→○s2 .
(Function Ext). For any s1, s2 ∈ SortName∗ and f, g : Ms1 →Ms2 (note that this implies that Fs1,s2 6= ∅),
we have f = g iff f and g have the same extension, by definition.
(Unit Sort). We have #Unit ∈ SortName∗ by definition.
(Unit). We have #unit ∈MUnit by definition.
(Unit Domain). We have MUnit = {#unit} by definition.
(Unit Identity). For any s ∈ SortName∗ and x ∈Ms, we have x • #unit = x by definition.
(Sort). We have #s ∈ SortName∗ for each s ∈ S, by definition.
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(Function). We have fM = fA : Ms1 × · · · ×Msn →Ms for each f ∈ Fs1...sn,s by definition.
(Signature Operation). We have MSigOps = {fA | f ∈ F} by definition.
(Signature ArgTuple). We have MSigArgs =
⋃
f∈Fs1...sn,s
Ms1 × · · · ×Msn by definition.
D.1.6 Proof of Theorem 6.5
So far, we have completed the construction of the standard model M w.r.t. A. For future reference, let us
re-state it in the following definition.
Definition D.6. For a signature (S, F ) and an (S, F )-algebra A, we define the corresponding matching
logic model M  ALGEBRA(S, F ), whose carrier set, symbol interpretation, and application interpretation
are given by Definitions D.3-D.5, respectively.
Lemma D.7. Under the conditions and notations in Definition D.6, we have Ms = As for each sort s ∈ S
and Mf = Af for each operation f ∈ F .
Proof. For any sort s ∈ S, we have Ms = |[[s]]|M = #inh • #s = As. For any operation f ∈ Fs1...sn,s and all
ai ∈ Asi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have fM • 〈a1, · · · , an〉M = f • (a1, . . . , an) = f(a1, . . . , an). Therefore, the derived
function Mf = Af for all operations f ∈ F .
Theorem 6.5 is then a direct consequence of Lemma D.7.
Theorem 6.5. Let (S, F ) be a signature and A be any (S, F )-algebra. Then there exists a matching logic
model M  Signature(S, F ) such that α(M) is exactly A.
D.2 Properties about EQSPEC(E) and Proofs of Theorems 6.7 and 6.9
Firstly, we show that M and A = α(M) interpret all terms in the same way. Note that given an A-valuation
% : V → A, there is an equivalent matching logic valuation ρ such that ρ(x) = %(x) for all x ∈ Asort(x).
Under these two equivalent valuations, any term t ∈ TF (V ) is interpreted the same in both models M and
A = α(M). Formally,
Lemma D.8. Under the above conditions about ρ and %, we have |t|ρ = {%̄(t)} for all t ∈ TF (V ).
Proof. We apply structural induction on t.
(t is x). We have |x|ρ = {ρ(x)} = {%(x)}, by the equivalence between ρ and %.
(t is f(t1, . . . , tn)). We have |f(t1, . . . , tn)|ρ = Mf (|t1|ρ , . . . , |tn|ρ) = MA(%̄(t1), . . . , %̄(tm)) = %̄(f(t1, . . . , tn)),
where the first “=” is by Proposition 5.7 and the rest is by the construction of α(M) (see Definition 6.2).
Now, we prove Theorem 6.7.
Theorem 6.7. Let M  EQSPEC(F,E) and α(M) be the derived F -algebra. Then, for any F -equation e,
we have M  e iff α(M) Alg e. Particularly, we know that α(M) is an (F,E)-algebra.
Proof. Let e be any F -equation ∀V . t = t′, where V = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of sorted variables. According
to Definition 6.6, equation ∀V . t = t′ is translated to matching logic pattern using sorted quantification:
∀x1 :sort(x1). . . . xn :sort(xn). t = t′. Thus, only matching logic valuations that map the variables x1, . . . , xn
to their intended sorts matter. Thus, we have the following reasoning:
M  ∀V . t = t′ iff |t|ρ = |t
′|ρ for all M -valuation ρ such that ρ(xi) ∈Msi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
iff %̄(t) = %̄(t′) for all α(M)-valuation %
iff α(M) Alg ∀V . t = t′.
According to specification EQSPEC(F,E), we have M  e for all e ∈ E. Therefore, α(M) Alg e for all e ∈ E,
and thus α(M) is an (F,E)-algebra.
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D.3 Equational Specifications in Matching Logic: An Institutional View
The theory of institutions [Goguen and Burstall, 1992] is a category-based theory that formalizes the intuitive
notion of a logical system, including syntax, semantics, and the satisfaction relation between them. Here
we use the theory of institutions to formalize the relationship between equational specifications (F,E) and
matching logic specifications EQSPEC(F,E). In Appendix D.3.1, we review the basic concepts and definitions
about institutions. In Appendix D.3.2, we prove that matching logic forms an institution. In Appendix D.3.3,
we show that there is a theoroidal comorphism from equational specifications to matching logic.
D.3.1 Institutions, Institution Morphisms, and Institution Comorphisms
We follow the definitions in [Diaconescu, 2008; Goguen and Rosu, 2002].
Definition D.9. An institution I = (Sign,Mod,Sen,) consists of a category Sign whose objects are
called signatures, a functor Mod : Signop → Cat giving for each signature Σ a category of Σ-models, a
functor Sen : Sign→ Set giving for each signature a set of Σ-sentences, and a Σ-indexed relation  = {Σ |
Σ ∈ Sign} with Σ ⊆ |Mod(Σ)| × Sen(Σ), such that for any signature morphism ξ : Σ→ Σ′, the following
satisfaction relation:
M ′ Σ′ Sen(ξ)(ϕ) if and only if Mod(ξ)(M
′) Σ ϕ
holds for all M ′ ∈ |Mod(Σ′)| and ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ).








Definition D.10. Given an institution I = (Sign,Mod,Sen,), we define its theoroidal institution as
Ith = (Th,Modth,Senth,th), where Th is the category of theories of I, Modth is the extension of Mod
to theories, Senth is sign; Sen, and th is sign;, where sign : Th → Sign is the functor that forgets the
sentences of a theory.
The institutional mechanism for expressing encodings of logics is that of comorphism.
Definition D.11. A comorphism of institutions (Φ, α, β) : I→ I′, where I = (Sign,Mod,Sen,) and I′ =
(Sign′,Mod′,Sen′,′), consists of a functor Φ : Sign→ Sign′, a natural transformation β : Φop ; Mod′ ⇒
Mod, and a natural transformation α : Sen⇒ Φ; Sen′ such that the following satisfaction condition:
βΣ(M
′) Σ e if and only if M
′ Φ(Σ) αΣ(e)
holds for any Σ ∈ |Sign|, M ′ ∈
∣∣Mod′(Φ(Σ))∣∣, and e ∈ Sen(Σ).








Definition D.12. We make the following definitions.
1. A functor Φ : Th → Th′ is signature preserving iff there is a functor Φ : Sign → Sign′ such that
Φ; sign′ = sign; Φ.
2. A theoroidal comorphism is a comorphism (Φ, α, β) : Ith → I′th with Φ signature preserving.
3. A simple theoroidal comorphism is a comorphism (Φ, α, β) : I→ I′th with Φ signature preserving.
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D.3.2 The Institution of Matching Logic
Recall that a matching logic signature Σ is simply a set of (constant) symbols. Then, for any two (nonempty)
matching logic signatures Σ and Σ′, a matching logic signature morphism ξ : Σ → Σ′ is a function from Σ
to Σ′. Therefore, the set of nonempty matching logic signatures forms a category, denoted SigML, where
objects are nonempty signatures and morphisms are functions between signatures.
Remark D.13. We only consider nonempty matching logic signatures in this section.
Definition D.14. Let Σ be a matching logic signature. A Σ-morphism from a Σ-model M to another M ′
is a function f : M →M ′ such that
1. for all a1, a2 ∈M , f̄(a1 •M a2) = f(a1) •M ′ f(a2);
2. for all σ ∈ Σ, f̄(σM ) = σM ′ ;
where •M is the application interpretation in M ; •M ′ is the application interpretation in M
′; and
f̄ : P(M)→ P(M ′) is the pointwise extension of f , defined as f̄(A) = {f(a) | a ∈ A} for all A ⊆M .
Lemma D.15. Let Σ be a matching logic signature. Then Σ-models form a category ModML,Σ, whose
objects are Σ-models and morphisms are Σ-morphisms.
Proof. We show the existence of identity and composition, and prove their properties.
(Existence of identity). Let M be any Σ-model. Let idM : M → M be the identity function of a given
Σ-model M . Then, idM is a Σ-morphism, which we call the identity morphism of M .
(Existence of composition). Let f : M →M ′ and g : M ′ →M ′′ be two Σ-morphisms. Let f ; g : M →M ′′
be the composite of f and g as functions. Then we have f ; g(A) = {g(f(a)) | a ∈ A} for any A ⊆ M . We
have the following reasoning:
Firstly, for all a1, a2 ∈M ,
f ; g(a1 •M a2) = {g(f(a)) | a ∈ (a1 •M a2)}
= {g(b) | b ∈ f̄(a1 •M a2)}
= {g(b) | b ∈ f(a1) •M ′ f(a2)}
= ḡ(f̄(a1) •M ′ f̄(a2))
= g(f(a1)) •M ′′ g(f(a2)).
Secondly, for all σ ∈ Σ,
f ; g(σM ) = {g(f(a)) | a ∈ σM}
= {g(b) | b ∈ f̄(σM )}
= {g(b) | b ∈ σM ′}
= ḡ(σM ′)
= σM ′′ .
Hence, f ; g : M →M ′′ is a Σ-morphism.
(idM is identity). This is trivial, due to the properties of the identity functions.
(Composition is associative). This is also trivial, because function composition is associative.
Hence, ModML,Σ forms a category.
Definition D.16. We define the functor ModML : Sig
op
ML → Cat, which sends every matching logic signature
Σ to the category ModML,Σ of Σ-models, and sends every matching logic signature morphism ξ : Σ→ Σ′ to
the functor ModML(ξ) : ModML,Σ′ →ModML,Σ that:
1. sends a Σ′-model (M ′, •M ′ , {σM ′}σ∈Σ) to the Σ-model (M, •M , {σM}σ∈Σ) with M = M ′, •M =
•M ′ , and σM = (ξ(σ))M ′ ; and
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2. sends a Σ′-morphism f ′ : M ′1 →M ′2 to the Σ-morphism:
ModML(ξ)(f
′) = f : ModML(ξ)(M
′
1)→ModML(ξ)(M ′2) defined by f = f ′
Definition D.17. We define the functor SenML : SigML → Set, which sends
1. a matching logic signature Σ to SenML(Σ) = PatternΣ, and
2. a matching logic signature morphism ξ : Σ→ Σ′ to its free extension ξ̄ : PatternΣ → PatternΣ′ ,
where PatternΣ (resp. PatternΣ′) is the set of Σ-patterns (resp. Σ
′-patterns).
Proposition D.18. Let ξ : Σ → Σ′ be a matching logic signature morphism and M ′ be a Σ′-model. Then
we have,
M ′ Σ′ SenML(ξ)(ϕ) if and only if ModML(ξ)(M
′) Σ ϕ
for all M ′ ∈ |ModML(Σ′)| and ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ).
Proof. By a mechanical check of the condition from Definition 4.7 using the inductive definition of a valuation
given in Definition 4.4.
Corollary D.19. ML = (SigML,ModML,SenML,) forms the institution of matching logic.
D.3.3 Theoroidal Comorphisms from Algebras to Matching Logic
Firstly, we recall the classical result that (many-sorted) algebras defined in Definition 3.3 form an institution
ALG; see [Goguen and Burstall, 1992]. The institution ALG consists of:
1. SignALG, which is the category of (many-sorted) signatures;
2. ModALG, which sends each signature (S, F ) to the category of (S, F )-algebras;
3. SenALG, which sends each signature (S, F ) to the set of (S, F )-equations; and
4. the satisfaction relation Alg, which relates the (S, F )-algebras with their valid (S, F )-equations.
Theorem D.20. There exists a simple theoroidal comorphism (Φ, γ, δ) : ALG→ MLth.
Proof. Let Φ: SignALG → ThML be the functor that sends each signature (S, F ) to the matching logic
specification ALGEBRA(S, F ) according to Definition 6.1, and sends each signature morphism ξ : (S, F ) →
(S′, F ′) to the matching logic signature morphism
Φ(ξ) : ALGEBRA(S, F )→ ALGEBRA(S′, F ′),
which renames the sorts and operations symbols according to ξ and keeps the other symbols unchanged.
Then, Φ is signature preserving because its restriction to signatures Φ : SignALG → SigML sends a signature
(S, F ) to the matching logic signature of ALGEBRA(S, F ).
The natural transformation δ : Φop ; ModML ⇒ModALG yields a functor
δ(S,F ) : ModML(ALGEBRA(S, F ))→ModALG(S, F )
defined by δ(S,F )(M
′) = α(M ′), where α is the model transformation defined in Definition 6.2.
The natural transformation γ : SenALG ⇒ Φ; SenML yields a function
γ(S,F ) : SenALG(S, F )→ SenML(ALGEBRA(S, F ))
define by γ(S,F )(e) = e, according to Definition 6.6.
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Then, for any matching logic model M ′  ALGEBRA(S, F ) and equation e, the satisfaction condition
δ(S,F )(M
′) Alg e if and only if M
′ |= γ(S,F )(e)
is equivalent to the following statement:
α(M ′) Alg e if and only if M
′ |= e
which then holds by Theorem 6.7. Hence, (Φ, γ, δ) : ALG→ MLth is a simple theoroidal comorphism.
Theorem D.21. There exists a theoroidal comorphism (Φ, γ, δ) : ALGth → MLth.
Proof. We define Φ : ThALG → ThML to be the functor that sends each equational specification (S, F,E)
to the matching logic specification EQSPEC(S, F,E), defined in Definition 6.6. The rest of the proof is the
same as the proof of Theorem D.20.
Definition D.22. We define the institution IAS = (ThIAS,ModIAS,SenIAS,Alg), where:
1. ThIAS is the subcategory of ThALG induced by the morphisms that protect the initial models; that is, if
φ : (S, F,E)→ (S′, F ′, E′) is a morphism in ThALG and M ′ is an initial (S′, F ′, E′)-model, then M ′|φ
is an initial (S, F,E)-model;
2. ModIAS sends (S, F,E) to the subcategory of the initial (S, F,E)-algebras and sends each φ : (S, F,E)→
(S′, F ′, E′) to ModIAS(φ) : ModIAS(S
′, F ′, E′) → ModIAS(S, F,E), defined by ModIAS(φ)(M ′) =
M ′|φ;
3. SenIAS sends (S, F,E) to the set of F -equations.
Theorem D.23. There exists a simple theoroidal comorphism (Φ, γ, δ) : IAS→ MLth.
Proof. We let Φ : ThIAS → ThML to be the functor that sends each (S, F,E) to EQSPEC(S, F,E), according
to Definition 6.6. We define δ(S, F,E), which sends a model M ′  EQSPEC(S, F,E) to the derived algebra
β(M ′), where the model transformation β is defined in Theorem 8.3. We define γ(S,F,E) like in the proof of
Theorem D.20. The rest of the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem D.20.
E Proofs of the Results in Section 7
Lemma 7.3. For any M  NOCONFUSION(F ), α(M) satisfies no-confusion. Particularly, for any t, t′ ∈
TF , these are equivalent: (1) M  t = t′; (2) α(M) Alg ∀∅. t = t′; (3) t and t′ are the same.
Proof. Note that (1) and (2) are equivalent due to Theorem 6.7. We only need to prove that (1) and (3) are
equivalent. Clearly, (3) implies (1), so we only need to prove that (1) implies (3).
The proof is based on structural induction. Let t and t′ be two ground terms f(t1, . . . , tn) and f
′(t′1, . . . , t
′
n′),
where n, n′ ≥ 0. If M  f(t1, . . . , tn) = f ′(t′1, . . . , t′n′), then by axiom (No Confusion), we have M  f = f ′
and M  〈t1, . . . , tn〉 = 〈t′1, . . . , t′n′〉. For the former, we conclude that f and f ′ are the same, according to
axiom (Distinct Function). For the latter, we conclude by axiom (Pair Inj) that n = n′ and that M  t1 = t′1,
. . . , M  tn = t′n. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we know that ti and t
′
i are the same term, and thus
f(t1, . . . , tn) and f
′(t′1, . . . , t
′
n′) are the same term.
Lemma 7.8. For M  NOJUNK(S, F ), the derived algebra A = α(M) satisfies no-junk. Specifically, for
any s ∈ S and a ∈ As, there exists a ground term ta ∈ TF,s such that eval(ta) = a (see Remark 3.6).
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Proof. Note that for any void sort, its carrier set is empty according to axiom (No Junk Void), which satisfies
no-junk because it has no ground terms. Therefore, we only need to consider non-void sorts.
Our proof uses [Meseguer and Goguen, 1985, Proposition 15], which states that no-junk holds iff the
(unique) morphism h : TF → A is surjective. Recall that Ms for s ∈ S is the carrier set of s in M .
For notational brevity, we define 〈M〉 = Ms1 × · · · × Msn . Then by axiom (No Junk Non-Void), we have
〈M〉 = µD.F , where the function F is the function that maps set D to:
F(D) = {Mf (a1, . . . , am) | f ∈ Ft1...tm,s1 , ai ∈ Dti} × · · · × {Mf (a1, . . . , am) | f ∈ Ft1...tm,sn , ai ∈ Dti}
where Dt = projM •̄ {i} •̄D if t is a non-void sort si ∈ Snonvoid, or Dt = ∅ if t is a void sort. Note that if t is
void, then Dt = ∅, so it does not affect the definition of F and can be omitted. In the following, we safely
assume that all appearing sorts are non-void.
By definition, 〈M〉 is the smallest (product) set D such that D = F(D), where D = D1 × · · · ×Dn. Let
us consider a new set D′ = D′1 × · · · ×D′n, defined by D′i = {eval(t) | t ∈ TF,si} for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which
includes precisely all reachable elements. Clearly, D′ is a fixpoint of F due to the inductive definition of
terms, and thus 〈M〉 ⊆ D′ due to the least fixpoint pattern semantics. Since 〈M〉 is the carrier set(s) of the
derived algebra A = α(M) (Definition 6.2), we know that the morphism h : TF → A is indeed surjective.
Hence, by [Meseguer and Goguen, 1985, Proposition 15], the derived algebra α(M) satisfies no-junk.
Theorem 7.9. For M  TERMALGEBRA(F ), the derived algebra α(M) is the term algebra TF .
Proof. We have proved that α(M) satisfies both no-confusion and no-junk. By Theorem 3.22, α(M) is the
term algebra.
F Proofs of the Results in Section 8
Theorem 8.2. For any M  INITIALALGEBRA(S, F,E), the derived model α(M) is exactly the term algebra
TF (Theorem 7.9). Then, the interpretation EqM is a binary relation over ground terms in TF , and we have
that (t, t′) ∈ EqM iff t'E t′ for all t, t′ ∈ TF , where 'E is defined in Proposition 3.15.
Proof. Firstly, we show that the equivalence relation 'E in the term algebra TF is the smallest relation
generated by equational deduction (Definition 3.10), where the substitution rule is not needed because all
terms are ground terms without variables. Thus, 'E is defined as the smallest set that includes the identity
relation and all (ground) instances of the equations in E, and is closed under symmetry, commutativity,
associativity, and congruence.
By axiom (Equivalence), we know that EqM , the interpretation of Eq in M that forms a binary relation on
TF , includes the identity relation and is closed under symmetry, commutativity, associativity, and congruence.
Therefore, we only need to prove that pattern
∨
(∀V . t=t′)∈E ∃V . 〈t, t′〉 includes all ground instances of the
equations in E.
Let (∀V . t = t′) ∈ E with V = {x1, . . . , xn} and ∀∅. u = u′ be one of its ground instances, where
u = t[t1/x1 . . . tn/xn] and u
′ = t′[t1/x1 . . . tn/xn] for t1, t
′
1 ∈ TF,sort(x1), . . . , tn, t′n ∈ TF,sort(xn). By standard
FOL reasoning, we have INITIALALGEBRA(F,E) ` 〈u, u′〉 → ∃V . 〈t, t′〉, so all ground instances are included
in
∨
(∀V . t=t′)∈E ∃V . 〈t, t′〉. Since the derived model α(M) is the term algebra, quantification ∃V ranges only
the (ground) terms of the appropriate sorts. We conclude that
∨
(∀V . t=t′)∈E ∃V . 〈t, t′〉 indeed includes the
ground instances of the equations in E. Thus, EqM and 'M are both the smallest binary relation that
includes identity and ground instances of E, and is closed under symmetry, commutativity, associativity,
and congruence, and therefore they are the same. Hence, we have (t, t′) ∈ EqM iff t'E t′.
Theorem 8.3. Under the conditions and notations in Theorem 8.2, we define β(M) as the EqM -quotient
algebra of α(M). Then, β(M) is exactly the quotient term algebra TF/E.
Proof. Since α(M) is the term algebra TF and EqM is the equivalence relation 'M , the quotient algebra
β(M) is by definition the quotient term algebra TF/E , according to Theorem 3.19.
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G Proof of Theorem 9.1
Theorem 9.1. INITIALALGEBRA(ENat) ` (µD. zero ∨ succ(D) ∨ plus(D,D))︸ ︷︷ ︸
equals to [[Nat]] by axiom (No Junk)
' (µD. zero ∨ succ(D)).
Proof. Let us denote the LHS as Φ1 and the RHS as Φ2. We need to prove ` Φ1 ⊂∼ Φ2 and ` Φ2 ⊂∼ Φ1. The
latter follows directly from definition, so we only prove the former.
Let us define [x] ≡ ∃y. y∧x'y that is matched by all elements y that is E-equivalent to x, and its pointwise
extension [ϕ] ≡ ∃x. [x]∧ x ∈ ϕ. Then, we need to prove ` [Φ1]→ [Φ2], where we transform ⊂∼ to →, so as to
apply (Knaster-Tarski). By matching logic reasoning, we transform the proof goal to ` Φ1 → ∃z. z∧ [z] ⊆ [Φ2],
which is equivalent to ` Φ1 → ∃z. z ∧ z ∈ [Φ2]. By (Knaster-Tarski), we have three sub-goals:
` zero → ∃z. z ∧ z ∈ [Φ2]
` z ∈ [Φ2]→ succ(z) ∈ [Φ2]
` z1 ∈ [Φ2] ∧ z2 ∈ [Φ2]→ plus(z1, z2) ∈ [Φ2]
The first two follow by the definition of Φ2. For the last one, we transform it to ` [Φ2] → ∃z2. z2 ∧
∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2] ⊆ plus(z1, z2) ∈ [Φ2], and denote its RHS as Φ3. To prove ` [Φ2] → Φ3, we need to prove
` Φ2 → ∃w.w ∧ [w] ⊆ Φ3. By (Knaster-Tarski), we have two sub-goals:
` [zero] ⊆ Φ3
` [w] ⊆ Φ3 → [succ(w)] ⊆ Φ3
For the first one, we prove ` ∀x. x ' zero → ∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2] ⊆ plus(z1, x) ∈ [Φ2]. By the Peano axioms, we
have plus(z1, zero)' z1, so we only need to prove ` ∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2]→ z1 ∈ [Φ2], which clearly holds. For the
second one, we prove ` [w] ⊆ Φ3 ∧ ∀x. x' succ(w)→ ∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2] ⊆ plus(z1, x) ∈ [Φ2], which is equivalent
to ` [w] ⊆ Φ3 → ∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2] ⊆ plus(z1, succ(w)) ∈ [Φ2]. By the Peano axioms, we have plus(z1, succ(w))'
succ(plus(z1, w)), so we only need to prove ` [w] ⊆ Φ3 → ∀z1. z1 ∈ [Φ2] ⊆ succ(plus(z1, w)) ∈ [Φ2], which
holds by definition of Φ2.
H Defining Order-Sorted Initial Algebras in Matching Logic
In this section, we define order-sorted algebras (OSA) in matching logic, where subsorting and operation
overloading are defined axiomatically by patterns. We follow the definitions and notations in [Goguen and
Meseguer, 1992]. We use (S,≤) to denote the sort set and the subsorting partial ordering ≤ ⊆ S × S.
We write s1 . . . sn ≤ s′1 . . . s′n to mean s1 ≤ s′1, . . . , sn ≤ s′n. We require the following conditions on an
order-sorted signature (S,≤, F ):
1. (monotonicity). If Fs1...sn,s ∩ Fs′1...s′n,s′ 6= ∅, and si ≤ s
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then s ≤ s′;
2. (regularity). For any f ∈ Fs′1...s′n,s′ and s
′′
i ≤ s′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists the least sort sequence
s1, . . . , sn, s (w.r.t. ≤), such that s′′i ≤ si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and f ∈ Fs1...sn,s.
We only consider signatures that are monotone and regular.
Definition H.1. Let (S,≤, F ) be an order-sorted signature. An (S,≤, F )-algebra A consists of:
1. a family of carrier sets As for each s ∈ S; and
2. an operation interpretation Af : As1 × · · · ×Asn → As for every f ∈ Fs1...sn,s;
such that:
1. s ≤ s′ implies As ⊆ As′ ; and
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2. f ∈ Fw1,s1 ∩ Fw2,s2 and w1 ≤ w2 imply that Af : Aw1 → As1 equals to Af : Aw2 → As2 on Aw1 .
Now we define the matching logic specification TERMALGEBRA(S,≤, F ) that captures the order-sorted
term algebra TF , by extending the specification TERMALGEBRA(S, F ) of many-sorted term algebras, defined
in Section 7.3, with the subsorting axioms:
(Subsorting) [[s]] ⊆ [[s′]] for s ≤ s′
Note that operation overloading is obtained by defining one (Function) axiom for each instance/copy of the
operation f ∈ F . In the following, we can extend the model transformation α in Definition 6.2 to order-sorted
algebras as follows:
Proposition H.2. For any M  TERMALGEBRA(S,≤, F ), we define Ms as the carrier set of s in M , and
define Mf : As1 × · · · × Asn → As for f ∈ Fs1...sn,s. Then, by (Subsorting), Ms ⊆ Ms′ for all s ≤ s′. By
construction, Mf : Ms1 × · · · ×Msn → Ms and Mf : Ms′1 × · · · ×Ms′n → Ms′ coincide on Ms1 × · · · ×Msn ,
if s1 . . . sn ≤ s′1 . . . s′n. Hence, the derived algebra α(M) is an order-sorted algebra.
In addition, we know from Theorem 7.9 that α(M) is the many-sorted term algebra of (S, F ) when we
ignore subsorting. Therefore, by Proposition H.2, α(M) is the order-sorted term algebra of (S,≤, F ):
Theorem H.3. Under the conditions and notations in Proposition H.2, α(M) is the order-sorted term
algebra TF .
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